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MESSAGE FROM 
THE SG & CEO

At WWF-India, we believe in the power of businesses and corporate 
organizations to influence social change. Our engagement with them aims to 
change behaviour and drive conservation results, through relationships which 
support on-ground conservation projects and transformational partnerships 
that bring sustainability into business operations and supply chains. In the last 
two years, we have engaged with more than 200 corporate organizations in 
varied degrees of involvement and worked closely with 49 partners through 
transformational and philanthropic relationships. These partnerships play an 
important role in helping us achieve our conservation strategy, recently reviewed 
in 2015 and serving as a roadmap for the organization till 2020. With the 
support of such collaborations, we are focused on expanding the scope of our 
work across geographies and conservation issues, influencing policy to achieve 
greater significance and developing robust institutional structures and systems 
to support conservation goals.

It has been an enriching journey to witness the impact of these collaborations 
in the conservation field at a national level. Influential corporates from retail, 
hospitality, banking, timber, paper and pulp sectors are joining hands with 
us to bring sustainability across supply chains of high footprint commodities 
such as cotton, sugarcane, seafood, palm oil, pulp and paper. They are 
supporting certification schemes such as the Forest Stewardship Council, 
Marine Stewardship Council, Aquaculture Stewardship Council and Roundtable 
on Sustainable Palm Oil, thereby working to maintain global standards of 
sustainability. 

With the recent changes in the Companies Bill and Corporate Social 
Responsibilities provisions, more corporates are coming forward to support a 
range of on-ground projects, from conserving the three flagship species of  
India – tiger, elephant and rhino  – to lesser known species such as the 
red panda, snow leopard and mahseer. Projects on livelihood for forest 
communities, energy access through renewable energy, wetland conservation 
and environment education are also receiving increasing support. We are 
receiving enthusiastic response from corporate employees wishing to 
participate in on-ground conservation action through volunteer support. 

We hope to build lasting and fruitful associations with all our corporate partners 
and continue working together towards common ambitions. We thank you for 
your support as well as faith and belief in our abilities to make a sustainable 
impact towards environment conservation. 

Ravi Singh
Secretary General & CEO,  
WWF-India 

WWF-India 
engages with 
businesses and 
corporate organizations 
to change behaviour 
and drive conservation 
results through 
transformational and 
philanthropic 
relationships.
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India is one of the most biodiverse countries in the world, ranking amongst the top ten countries with highest forest cover 
and home to unique and iconic wildlife species. India’s efforts to conserve its natural heritage is critical for the long term 
survival of wildlife and natural resources globally. This can be achieved if we all play a role in it by working together for a 
sustainable future.  



ABOUT WWF-INDIA

WWF-INDIA’S PROGRAMMES

WWF-India, part of an international network of offices in more than 100 countries, is India’s largest conservation organization in 
terms of people and geographical spread. After making a modest beginning in 1969, WWF-India has over the years, evolved into 
a dynamic organization with over 350 staff and a network of nearly 75 state, project and field offices operating in some of the 
remotest parts of the country. WWF-India’s strength lies in its diversity of skill sets, localization of its teams, strong partnerships at 
multiple levels and the credibility of its image across stakeholder groups. 

In alignment with the WWF network, WWF-India is working towards delivering six ambitious Global Goals – Oceans, Forests, Water, 
Wildlife, Food and Agriculture, and Climate and Energy – along with addressing three cross-cutting Drivers – Governance, Markets 
and Finance. WWF-India’s conservation programmes work collectively to move the country towards a development pathway which 
conserves biodiversity, values ecosystems and contains its ecological footprint. 

SUSTAINABLE 
LIVELIHOODS

CLIMATE CHANGE 
AND ENERGY

SUSTAINABLE 
BUSINESS

RESEARCH, POLICY 
AND INNOVATION

OCEANS AND 
COASTS

ENVIRONMENTAL 
LAW

RIVERS, WETLANDS 
AND WATER

SUSTAINABLE 
AGRICULTURE

SPECIES AND 
LANDSCAPES

GIS AND SPATIAL 
ANALYSIS

ENVIRONMENT 
EDUCATION
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ENGAGING WITH BUSINESSES
WWF-India’s mission is to stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment and to build a future in which humans live in 
harmony with nature. Recognizing the scale and complexities of challenges facing the environment today, WWF-India engages in 
collaborative and collective action with businesses to influence positive change. Businesses drive much of the global and national 
economy and therefore, have specific responsibility to ensure that the natural resources and ecosystems that underpin their 
businesses are used sustainably. 

WWF-India’s work with businesses aspires to find solutions to conservation challenges by:

• Promoting better production and responsible sourcing of raw materials that otherwise drive deforestation or unsustainable use 
of water;

• Encouraging a switch to 100% renewable energy and away from fossil fuels;

• Supporting the equitable sharing of natural resources;

• Redirecting financial flows to support conservation and sustainable ecosystem management;

• Raising awareness of the need to consume more wisely;

WWF-India’s corporate engagement strategy focuses on driving sustainable business practices and secure funds for conservation 
priorities, which ultimately contribute towards achieving the organization’s conservation goals. Businesses and corporate 
organizations are identified for engagement based on their alignment with WWF-India’s ethics and core values, as well as their 
environmental footprint in WWF-India’s priority areas of work.   

These engagements can be categorized under three types - driving sustainable business practices; communications and 
awareness raising; and philanthropic partnerships. 

This report documents WWF-India’s corporate partnerships, which are a mix of the above three types. Over 
the years, these strong associations have played an instrumental role in delivering impactful conservation 
achievements and successes. With support from these partnerships, WWF-India is making significant advances 
towards developing solutions for the country’s environmental problems.  

Driving sustainable business 
practices:

These engagements aim to deliver 
direct conservation results on key 
issues or in priority places by changing 
practices throughout a company’s 
operations and value chain to reduce 
major environmental impacts of the 
companies.

Communications and awareness 
raising:

These engagements aim to raise 
awareness amongst consumers on key 
environmental issues and mobilize action 
through communication and campaigns, 
including cause-related marketing. This 
includes consumer actions to encourage 
more sustainable consumption and 
products or inspire action in favor of 
places or endangered species.

Philanthropic partnerships:

Philanthropic relationships with 
companies aim to raise money to fund 
conservation projects and the capability 
and tools to deliver the projects.  
WWF-India works closely with the 
company to ensure the project is aligned 
with its CSR vision. 

DRIVING SUSTAINABLE 
BUSINESS PRACTICES

PHILANTHROPIC 
PARTNERSHIPS

COMMUNICATIONS AND 
AWARENESS RAISING
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ENERGY ACCESS FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, SUNDARBANS
Access to clean, sustainable and affordable energy is fundamental to meet the balance between sustainable development, 
conservation initiatives and poverty eradication. Energy access is an important issue in the Indian Sundarbans. Due to the presence 
of water channels and low lying islands which are disconnected from one another and the mainland, it is difficult to connect the 
region to the grid and provide conventional electricity to its population of millions. WWF-India is working in this critical region to 
promote clean energy solutions through the installation of stand-alone solar power plants. ABB has supported the installation of 
a centralized solar photovoltaic charging station with a capacity of 4.1 kWp that is providing electricity to 95 forest fringe tribal 
households and some shops in the Satjelia island. Every household has been fitted with energy access kits comprising 12V 40Ah 
sealed maintenance-free tubular battery, CFL fixtures, charge/discharge controller, and a switch board with a plug point, mobile 
charging device, wires and clips. The solar charging station is operated and managed by a tribal women users’ group with support 
from WWF-India. 

ABB, a leading global technology company in power and automation, has partnered with WWF-India 
to implement an energy access project for the sustainable development of the Indian Sundarbans 
delta, an ecologically sensitive region that is home to unique biodiversity and millions of people. 

Sustainable development is closely linked to ABB’s vision of enhancing power and productivity globally. 
This project fits well with ABB’s Corporate Social Responsibility focus areas – Access to electricity, 
education and skill enhancement, differently-abled, health care, environment and local safeguard. 

Disclaimer: This project is co-funded by WWF-International.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

LIFE IN SARDAR PARA HAMLET BEFORE THE SOLAR CHARGING STATION

This hamlet, with a population of 500 people and 100 households, is located on the periphery of Sajnekhali Wildlife Sanctuary, 
home to unique wildlife such as the Royal Bengal Tiger. It has no access to modern energy services. After sunset, the hamlet 
would plunge into darkness, leaving little choice for residents to use their time productively. Kerosene lamps and battery 
powered torches were the only lighting option within and around their homes. Close proximity to the forest would make this 
settlement vulnerable to conflict with wildlife, leading to predation of their livestock and poultry and even injury or death of 
community members. 

A NEW LEASE OF LIFE WITH ENERGY ACCESS

Since 2012, the once dark and gloomy nights are 
warmly lit with CFL bulbs being powered by the solar 
charging station set up by WWF-India and ABB. The 
project is operated and managed by representatives of 
the community who regularly collect service charges 
from the beneficiaries and deposit in the bank account 
which is primarily used for the maintenance of batteries 
and the charging station as well as to pay the salary 
of the system operators. Children can now use the 
evenings for school work and women can engage in 
other economically productive activities in the evening 
within their homes. The well lit hamlet also keeps away 
wild animals from straying into their settlement, reducing 
cases of human wildlife conflict. The initiative has 
transformed their lives towards a brighter future.  

“ABB is proud to have partnered with WWF-India for this project on 
energy access for sustainable development, which enhances safety of 

the villagers and fits in with ABB’s approach of balancing economic 
success, environmental stewardship and social progress.”

Sanjeev Sharma, Country Managing Director, ABB



SKILL ENHANCEMENT FOR LIVELIHOODS, ASSAM AND UTTARAKHAND
Rural communities in India, especially tribal groups, depend on natural resources for their livelihoods and energy needs. This often brings 
them in conflict with conservation, as their dependence leads to forest degradation and conflict with wildlife. As a result, conservation 
measures sometimes become counter-productive for the communities living around forests as increased protection to wildlife habitats 
and nature restricts their access to these areas. Therefore, it is important to establish models which demonstrate that local communities 
can co-exist with wildlife while sharing their space and also mutually benefit one another. This can be achieved by providing viable 
solutions for alternative livelihood options that reduce their dependence on forests and provide higher economic benefits.

WWF-India believes that conservation measures can only be successful if local communities have a strong stake in it and conservation 
models deliver positive benefits for the people who are dependent on environmental goods and services. This project, under Accenture’s 
Skills to Succeed initiative, aims to empower communities to set up micro enterprises for the promotion of sustainable livelihoods by 
building their skills towards installation of clean energy devices and food processing units. This project will train at least 170 individuals 
from both locations. 

Accenture is a leading global professional services company, providing a broad range of services and 
solutions in strategy, consulting, digital, technology and operations. Accenture has partnered with 
WWF-India to empower communities living around key wildlife habitats to set up micro enterprises for 
the promotion of sustainable livelihoods. The project is being implemented in eight villages in the Karbi 
Anglong and Sonitpur districts of Assam and Nainital district of Uttarakhand. 

Accenture’s Skills to Succeed Corporate Citizenship initiative advances employment and 
entrepreneurship opportunities for individuals around the globe.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

LOW COST CLEAN ENERGY TECHNOLOGY

In Assam, training on fabrication and installation of clean 
energy technologies such as biomass briquettes, solar 
domes, fuel efficient chulhas as well as water and space 
heating options will help young individuals set up small 
businesses within rural areas.

FOOD PROCESSING METHODS 

In Uttarakhand, training in better quality food 
processing methods for making gooseberry 
murabba, gooseberry pickle and a variety of fruit 
jams will help community members diversify their 
products, improve standards and quality control, 
as well as enhance incomes. 

“Environmental stewardship is ingrained in our core values. Accenture’s work with 
WWF-India involves connecting our Skills to Succeed program with their unique 

green skilling initiatives within forest communities. By doing so, we link clear 
environmental sustainability outcomes with WWF-India’s deep understanding of the 

communities and the environment.”

Rekha M Menon, Chairman and Managing Director, Accenture in India



MANAGING HUMAN ELEPHANT CONFLICT IN ASSAM
More than 40% of India’s elephant population is found in Assam and Arunachal Pradesh, majority being in Assam. This region 
was once a contiguous belt of forests where elephants could roam freely across large areas. In the last decade, it has witnessed 
unprecedented forest loss, roughly 65%, due to which the remaining forests are fragmented and degraded, interspersed with 
tea estates, railway lines, roads and highways and human settlements. This has resulted in a sharp increase in human elephant 
conflict. Between 1996 and 2009, the region recorded 206 human and 131 elephant fatalities, highlighting the severity of the 
situation on-ground and the need to implement conservation initiatives to curtail loss of human and elephant lives.  

WWF-India has been working towards elephant conservation since the 1980s in five priority regions, two of which fall in Assam. 
This project is focused in the Sonitpur district of Assam, one of the worst hit regions in terms of conflict cases. It also covers four 
Apeejay Tea estates. By implementing measures such as setting up community led Anti Depradation Squads (ADS) and building 
capacity of stakeholders such as tea estate owners, community members and government agencies, the project is successfully 
bringing down human elephant conflict cases. A key focus area of the project is to assess the direct economic losses being 
incurred by Apeejay Tea due to elephant raids in their tea estates and create a matrix to be shared with other tea estate owners 
to make similar assessments.

Apeejay Tea, India’s oldest and third largest tea producer, has partnered with WWF-India to support 
elephant conservation initiatives with a special focus on managing human elephant conflict in Assam. 
Apeejay Tea has 17 tea estates covering 50,000 acres in 3 districts of Assam, which overlap with 
prime elephant habitat and face elephant conflict situations.

Apeejay Tea is a strong stakeholder for elephant conservation in Assam and believes in protecting, 
conserving and preserving all natural resources around its estates. 
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KUNKI ELEPHANTS HELP PREVENT CROP RAIDING 

Kunkis are domestic elephants specially trained in techniques to drive away wild elephants attempting to raid agricultural 
fields. Well trained kunkis can push back a wild herd of 70 – 80 elephants. Under this project, three kunkis have been placed 
in strategic locations and have successfully averted crop raiding incidents in more than 20 situations.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

BIO-FENCING AROUND ESTATE BOUNDARY

Thorny bamboo, a variety that grows thick and sturdy, 
is being planted along an 800 m boundary of one of the 
tea estates. It will develop into a natural buffer around 
the area and prevent elephants from entering the tea 
estate. This pilot is being incubated in Apeejay Tea 
Estates.

30 ANTI DEPRADATION SQUADS SET UP

Community members are being trained in anti-depradation 
techniques and equipped with search lights and 
firecrackers to prevent elephants from raiding agricultural 
fields. Twenty ADS are operating in the Apeejay Tea 
Estates and ten in vulnerable districts, successfully 
reducing conflict situations.

“Our approach towards all wildlife in our estates is ‘Our Home and Theirs’ and working 
with WWF-India on the grave landscape level problem of human elephant conflict helps 
to further the mission that both Apeejay and WWF-India believes in - that humans live in 

harmony with wildlife and nature.

Karan Paul, Chairman, Apeejay Surrendra Group



FREE MEDICAL TREATMENT FOR FRONTLINE FOREST STAFF 
Wildlife and environment conservation is driven by the dedication, passion and courage of a handful of individuals who have 
devoted their lives to this cause. The true heroes are the frontline protection staff, game watchers, forest guards, mahouts, 
foresters, rangers, researchers and conservationists who work tirelessly in difficult terrains and climatic conditions to protect 
our natural world. This is not an easy feat. At every corner in the forest, while performing their duties of patrolling or conducting 
research, these individuals face the dangers of wild animal attacks, encounters with poachers, mob fury from community members 
during human wildlife conflict situations, sand and stone mining and timber mafia. 

Particularly impacted by the dangers of their job are the frontline protection staff who keep vigil in the forests by walking for roughly 
15 – 20 km every day to monitor wildlife movement and control illegal activities. State Forest Departments in India do not have 
uniform or sufficient medical and insurance privileges for employees. As a result, these staff may or may not receive medical 
attention if injured on duty. Apollo Hospital’s initiative to provide free specialized medical treatment and recovery support to up to 10 
State Forest Department staff annually injured on duty is a giant step forward towards invoking a sense of security amongst these 
guards that they will be taken care of while protecting India’s natural wealth.

Committed to providing quality healthcare to individuals across geographies and economic backgrounds 
through their CSR initiatives, Apollo Hospitals has partnered with WWF-India to provide free specialized 
medical treatment and recovery support for State Forest Department staff and WWF-India field staff 
injured on duty while protecting India’s wildlife. 
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JAI KISHEN, SURVIVOR OF TIGER ATTACK

In service for 12 years as a frontline protection staff at the famous Corbett Tiger Reserve, Jai Kishen was mauled by a tiger 
in the early morning hours while he was patrolling his usual beat in the forest. The attack left him severely injured, specifically 
on his lower abdomen, legs and back. After initial treatment at a local hospital in Uttarakhand, he was brought to Delhi 
and treated at Indraprastha Apollo Hospital under this partnership. The life saving treatment has prevented future medical 
complications arising from bilateral hernia. Jai Kishen is on his way to recovery and hopes to resume his post as a forest staff 
to protect Corbett’s wildlife, especially the tiger.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

“Apollo Hospitals strongly believes that our environment needs to be preserved not only 
for the present, but for future generations to come. We have discovered a thoroughly 

professional team of committed people at WWF-India who understand how Healthcare can 
provide security to the frontline forest teams while they work to protect India’s wildlife.”

Shobana Kamineni, Executive Vice-Chairperson, Apollo Hospitals Enterprises Ltd.



ADDRESSING HUMAN ELEPHANT CONFLICT IN THE WESTERN GHATS
The Western Ghats, a UNESCO World Heritage Site and one of the eight ‘hottest hot-spots’ of biological diversity in the world, is 
home to more than 22% of India’s Asian elephant population. Estimated at 6000, it has the single largest contiguous population 
of Asian elephants in the country and possibly in Asia. Therefore, conserving this population is key to the long term survival of the 
species in India and globally. One of the major threats faced by the species is severe fragmentation of its habitat due to commercial 
plantations, settlements, highways, railways and other developmental pressures. This shrinking of habitat and loss of connectivity 
between forests is resulting in high cases of human elephant conflict, where wild elephants enter human settlements and raid crops, 
damage properties and sometimes even cause death or injury to humans. Communities suffer economic and personal losses and 
in retaliation, occasionally kill elephants. Therefore, effective management of HEC based on sound understanding of the dynamics 
of various attributes of HEC is essential for the long-term conservation of elephants and reducing retaliatory killing. This project, in 
partnership with Ashirvadam Trust, is contributing towards significantly scaling up the installation of low-cost electric fences around 
agricultural fields as well as improve fence technologies.  

Ashirvadam Trust, which works on providing employment skills and opportunities for the 
underprivileged and ensuring environment restoration through wildlife protection, forest 
preservation and other stewardship projects, is supporting WWF-India’s initiatives to address 
human elephant conflict in the Western Ghats in Kerala, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. The project 
aims to develop and implement innovative technologies in solar electric fencing to reduce crop 
depredation by wild elephants in villages around important elephant habitat. 

Ashirvadam Trust is an initiative started by Mr. Ashok Soota, the Executive Chairman of Happiest 
Minds, a next generation digital transformation, infrastructure, security and product engineering 
services company.
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TO MITIGATE CONFLICT

WWF-India experts have developed a low-
cost energizer to power electric fences, 
reducing their cost up to 70% compared 
to commercially manufactured fences. 
Low cost Early Warning Systems, based 
on technologies such as infra-red, tripwire 
and seismic waves, are being developed 
and tested to further strengthen conflict 
mitigation technologies. The sensor detects 
the movement of elephants up to 5 metres 
in front of the fence along the boundary 
and triggers an alarm which farmers can 
respond to before any damage is inflicted 
on the fence or the crops, ensuring near 
100% protection. 

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

SCALING UP CONFLICT MITIGATION 
INITIATIVES

The development of innovative 
low-cost technologies such as 
energizers and Early Warning 
Systems is opening up 
opportunities to set up these 
electric fences across the 
landscape in high conflict villages 
at significantly reduced costs. 

“Elephants play the critical role of ecosystem engineers in the habitats they reside in. 
Today, habitat loss is pushing this species into conflict with humans across their range. 

The technological innovations being developed through this project will play a key role in 
managing this conflict and establishing a safer future for elephants and humans.”

Ashok Soota, Executive Chairman of Ashirvadam Trust and Happiest Minds



Atkins, a leading global consultancy in design, engineering and project management, is supporting 
an environment education project Ek Prithvi which aims to build conservation leadership amongst 
students in government schools. The project is being implemented in government schools around 
Nagarhole Tiger Reserve in Karnataka.

EK PRITHVI – AN ENVIRONMENT EDUCATION PROGRAM
There is only one planet to meet all our demands for existence, and therefore, its preservation is imperative for a bright, clean and 
sustainable future for the human race. Education is a key solution to achieving sustainability in development and current lifestyle 
approaches, as it is only through awareness and understanding that any inspiration can be drawn to change our approach to 
unsustainable dependence on natural resources. This project aims to build conservation leadership amongst students, especially 
from schools around forest areas, to empower them with skills, attitudes and mindsets that favour environment preservation. It uses 
an interactive teaching approach to sensitize students about environmental issues and work collectively with their communities to 
bring on-ground change. 

The government schools around Nagarhole Tiger Reserve are attended by children of local villagers and forest guards who have 
a strong connect with the forest. However, due to the absence of a formal environment education curriculum, they are unaware of 
the importance of its biodiversity values, the impact of their dependence on the forests and the need for conservation. Ek Prithvi 
bridges the gap in the education system by involving students in activities that build their skills and empower them to become 
leaders in conservation action. 
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

EDUCATING THE EDUCATORS

To ensure environment education is embedded in the 
school’s system, teachers are being trained in innovative 
and interactive teaching methodologies that make learning 
fun in classrooms and move from theory to practical 
application.   

STUDENT LED AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS

Students are encouraged to organize public events 
such as walkathons, clean-up drives and rallies to 
raise awareness about locally relevant environmental 
issues in the local villages. The project aims to develop 
conservation leadership skills in 500 students from 
grades 5 – 8 in 15 rural schools. 

ECO-TRAILS TO CONNECT WITH NATURE

Students are taken on eco-trails inside the forest to observe its biodiversity such as birds, small mammals, trees, plants 
and butterflies and are encouraged to document their observations in journals. This helps build a connect with nature and 
appreciation for their surrounding environment.

“WS-Atkins is happy to be associated with WWF-India, the country’s leading 
conservation organization. Our partnership has achieved many milestones in the 
field of environment education through the programme Ek Prithvi. Such initiatives 

are important to help children understand the importance of environment and 
sustainability. We look forward to a long-term association with WWF-India.”

Damodaran T, Senior Manager, Finance, WS ATKINS



PROJECT SAHASRA JYOTI – ELECTRICITY THROUGH SOLAR POWER
Access to clean, sustainable and affordable energy is fundamental to meet the balance between sustainable development, 
conservation initiatives and poverty eradication, especially in a developing country like India which has the largest percentage of 
population without energy access. WWF-India implements community based solar power generation projects for villages in remote 
locations around important wildlife habitats.

The Sundarbans is a cluster of low lying islands isolated from each other 
and the mainland by interconnected tidal rivers, creeks and canals. This 
makes last mile connectivity a major challenge, leaving most of the region 
without access to modern energy services. For such regions, stand 
alone solar power systems are the only viable option for energy access. 
Satjelia is one of the 54 islands inhabited by humans, home to more than 
8200 households and sharing its boundary with the famous Sundarbans 
Tiger Reserve. More than 95% of the population here has no electricity 
connection, with the remaining 5% managing interrupted energy 
supply from solar systems. As a result, these communities are lagging 
years behind the average Indian population, without the opportunity of 
development, employment and healthcare.

Project Sahasra jyoti aims to set up 10 to 12 micro solar power stations 
with a distribution network that will supply grid quality electricity to 1000 
households in Satjelia island. 

As one of the world’s largest financial institutions, Bank of America recognizes that it has 
a critical role to play in accelerating the transition to a low-carbon economy. 

The firm is a principal partner in WWF-India’s Project Sahasra Jyoti, an initiative to provide 
electricity to 1,000 households in disadvantaged communities through micro-solar power 
stations in the Sundarbans. This ecologically sensitive area is rich in biodiversity and is 
also home to a significant human population impacted by the challenge of balancing 
development and conservation. 

“Bank of America understands that big 
challenges require collaboration. That’s 

why we strategically partner with leading 
organizations like WWF-India that are driving 

a low-carbon energy future, expanding 
access to clean and safe water, and 

researching next-generation responses and 
solutions to these and other challenges.”

Kaku Nakhate, President and Country Head, 
Bank of America
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•   Brighter future for young children as lighting in homes 
allows more time to study in the evenings.

•   Reduced conflict with wildlife, especially tigers, with 
well lit human settlements, leading to increased 
support for environment conservation. 

Grid quality uninterrupted power supply to 1000 households, each receiving 3 LED lamps, one 
fan, one mobile charger, one battery and provision to power 30W DC TV.

•   Enhanced skill sets and capacity building of community 
based organisations to manage and operate clean 
energy infrastructure.

•   Development of local entrepreneurship, home-run 
business opportunities and wealth creation.

Schneider Electric, a global specialist in energy management 
and automation, is the technical partner for Project Sahasra 
Jyoti. Leveraging on its core business strength, Schneider 
Electric is supporting WWF-India in the implementation of 
the project by providing technical support as well as part 
funding. 

OTHER PARTNERS OF PROJECT SAHASRA JYOTI

Corporate 
Funding 
Support

Contributed 
double the 
cost of energy 
savings through 
lights switched 
off during Earth 
Hour

Corporate 
Funding 
Support and 
online marketing 
partnership

Consumer 
awareness 
campaign for 
the project and 
donation of part 
proceeds from 
App downloads

Retail partnership 
across 98 stores, 
encouraging 
customers to Add to 
Bill in support of the 
project

Corporate Funding 
Support

“At Schneider Electric, we want everyone on our 
planet to have access to reliable and safe energy. 

Taking cognizance of the size and scale of this 
challenge, we are open to collaborate strategically 

and our association with WWF-India is a step in 
that direction. Through Schneider Electric India 
Foundation, we joined hands with WWF-India as 
technology partner for project Sahasra Jyoti to 

provide the most reliable and safe solution.”

Anil Chaudhry, Zone President and Managing 
Director, Greater India - Zone, Schneider Electric

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS



ORGANIC COTTON CULTIVATION IN MADHYA PRADESH
India is one of the largest producers and exporters of cotton in the 
world with the cotton cultivated area spread across 9 Indian states. 
This cultivation area is interspersed with some of the country’s best 
known wildlife habitats. Intensive use of water and chemicals in cotton 
production adversely impacts the surrounding environment and 
biodiversity. This project aims to promote production of organic cotton 
in the majority of cotton growing villages between the Satpuda and 
Pench Tiger Reserves in Madhya Pradesh, where cotton cultivation 
is the major source of livelihood. The project will retain the mosaic of 
forest ecosystems interspersed with agricultural fields. By promoting 
organic packages of practices in agriculture and securing certification of 
organic cotton grown in the region, the project aims to eliminate chemical 
use and arrest the negative impacts on biodiversity. In addition, the 
project aims to provide enhanced economic benefits to the farmers by 
establishing better market linkages.

C&A Foundation, a corporate foundation that aims to transform the fashion industry, has partnered 
with WWF-India to promote organic cotton cultivation in the Chhindwara district of Madhya Pradesh. 
The project aims to improve the livelihoods of farmers as well as benefit the environment by eliminating 
the use of chemicals and adoption of organic practices in cotton cultivation.

Closely affiliated with the global fashion retailer C&A, the Foundation empowers change-makers all 
over the world to make the fashion industry work better for the environment and for the people who 
make clothes. Improving the livelihoods of smallholder cotton farmers through adoption of sustainable 
cultivation practices is a key focus in the Foundation’s vision for market transformation.

6000 FARMERS GROWING 
ORGANIC COTTON 
The project aims to promote 
organic cotton cultivation 
amongst 6000 farmers in 
the biodiversity rich forests 
between Satpuda and Pench 
Tiger Reserves and reduce 
negative impacts of current 
agricultural practices

“This partnership is unique and by 
drawing upon the synergies of sustainable 
agriculture and biodiversity preservation, it 
creates a win-win scenario for both farmers 

and wildlife.”

Anita Chester, Head of Sustainable Raw 
Materials, C&A Foundation 
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CONSERVING THE MAHSEER IN UTTARAKHAND   
The Mahseer, popularly known as the tiger fish, is an indicator of good 
health of freshwater ecosystems. Of the 47 species of Mahseer that exist 
in the world, 15 are found in India and majority of them are either Near 
Threatened, Endangered or Critically Endangered. The population trend of 
many Mahseer species is on the decline due to a range of human activities 
in their habitat such as building of dams, diversion of rivers and drying up or 
alteration in habitats, unsustainable fishing practices and lack of information 
on behavior patterns. Mahseer are highly sensitive species that can barely 
tolerate a modified water environment. Even the slightest change can lead to 
the elimination of a population of a specific area. For the long term survival 
of the Mahseer in India, immediate and effective conservation initiatives 
have to be implemented to ensure the species does not reach a point of no 
return. This project, in partnership with C&S Electric Ltd., aims to generate 
scientific information about the habitat status and threats to the Mahseer 
population in the river Ganga as well as raise awareness amongst fishermen 
to reduce threats to the species arising from unsustainable fishing practices. 

C&S Electric Ltd., India’s largest exporter of industrial switchgear and a leading manufacturer of 
electrical equipment, has partnered with WWF-India to conserve the Mahseer, a group of game fish 
inhabiting freshwater ecosystems such as rivers. The project is being implemented in a 30 km stretch 
in river Ganga along Rishikesh-Haridwar and in a 25 km stretch in the river Nayar in Uttarakhand. 

Environment preservation and sustainability is a strong focus area for C&S Electric Ltd. across its 
business operations as well as through activities for employee engagement. 

MAHSEER ATLAS  
FOR UTTARAKHAND 
An atlas of the Mahseer 
habitat will be developed 
for Uttarakhand to assess 
the distribution pattern 
and spawning grounds. 

“We are delighted to support WWF-India’s 
interventions on conserving Mahseer, 

the state fish of Uttarakhand.  We hope, 
through our CSR support for such 

projects, WWF-India will ensure greater 
sustainability of our environment.”

Aditya Khanna, Managing Director,  
C&S Electric



Canara HSBC Oriental Bank of Commerce Life Insurance Company Ltd. has partnered with 
WWF-India on Project Madhuvan, which aims to strengthen the livelihoods of forest dependent 
communities living around one of WWF-India’s priority wildlife landscape in Madhya Pradesh and 
Chhattisgarh. These forests are home to endangered species such as the tiger, and also a large 
population of tribal groups in India. 

Canara HSBC OBC Life Insurance Company Ltd. has a long standing association with WWF-India 
as a supporter of the Adopt A Tree campaign, Earth Hour campaign, principle partner of the annual 
cyclothon event - Pedal for the Planet - in New Delhi and Project Madhuvan. 

PROJECT MADHUVAN – STRENGTHENING LIVELIHOODS OF FOREST 
DEPENDENT COMMUNITIES
India’s forests not only support wildlife but also 1/4th of its total population who depend on forests for their livelihood and energy 
needs, along with food, water and shelter. Preservation of nature and wildlife can at times become counter-productive for the 
communities living around forests as increased protection to wildlife habitats restricts their access to these areas. Therefore, it is 
important to establish conservation models that demonstrate the co-existence of local communities with wildlife habitats while 
mutually benefiting one another through viable solutions for managing unsustainable resource use, human wildlife conflict and 
alternate livelihood opportunities. WWF-India works with local communities living around its priority wildlife habitats and promotes 
solutions for clean energy and alternate livelihoods that reduce forest dependence, thereby benefiting communities and wildlife. 

Project Madhuvan works with the Baigha tribe from six villages in the Dindori and Mungeli districts of Madhya Pradesh and 
Chhattisgarh to build their capacity for sustainable natural resource management and demonstrate sustainable harvesting 
techniques for major Non Timber Forest Produce such as honey, mahua and amla, which is the major source of livelihood for  
the communities. 
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550 HOUSEHOLD BENEFICIARIES

The project will directly benefit 550 of the 780 households 
from 6 villages who will adopt sustainable harvesting 
techniques. 

VILLAGE LEVEL INSTITUTIONS 

Paryavaran Gram Vikas Samiti have been set up and 
trained in sustainable extraction of natural resources 
and better quality control of products. Building capacity 
of such groups ensures sustainability of conservation 
initiatives. 

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE COLLECTION OF FOREST PRODUCE

Villagers have been provided with honey collection kits, nets for collection of mahua flowers, solar dryers and oil expeller 
machines that are helping them collect Non Timber Forest Produce sustainably and receive higher economic value from sale 
in local markets. 

“Environment degradation is the biggest challenge which is affecting our planet. Our partnership 
with WWF-India has helped create awareness on the need for conservation with a strong focus on 
balanced development, equitable use of resources and sustainability. We hope to continue working 

with WWF-India on similar initiatives and contribute to the environment.”

Anuj Mathur, CEO, Canara HSBC OBC Life Insurance Company Ltd.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS



Capgemini, one of the world’s largest consulting, technology and outsourcing company, and  
WWF-India have joined hands to develop a Digital Resource Centre for environment education 
called One Planet Academy. This platform hosts engaging and interactive content on environment 
for students and teachers across the country. 

Capgemini enables employee-driven social initiatives in the areas of adult and early learning, skills 
and capacity building and environment protection. 

ONE PLANET ACADEMTY - DIGITAL RESOURCE CENTRE FOR 
ENVIRONMENT EDUCATION
Environment education is a key solution to ensuring that the youth of today understand the deep inter-linkage between environment 
preservation and human well-being in order to facilitate a clean, safe and sustainable future. However, environment education is not 
well integrated into our education systems. Teachers often struggle with identifying activities and teaching methodologies which 
help include environment into every subject of the school’s syllabus. This one of its kind Digital Resource Centre is a repository of 
unique content on environment and wildlife conservation in print and audio visual for teachers, educationists and students. This 
dynamic platform enables teachers to infuse environment into the core of the education system and leverage the affinity of students 
towards digital spaces, involving them in on-ground conservation action through interesting activities. It is a virtual library with 
informative books, fun activities, nature games and more that can captivate the students and encourage them to delve deeper into 
the natural world. Capgemini is providing funding as well as technology support to develop this Digital Resource Centre.
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WIDE OUTREACH AND USERS

One Planet Academy will be promoted as 
a one-stop destination for any educational 
and informative content on environment. 
It aims to ensure 15,000 active teacher 
members and 1,00,000 active student 
members by 2018. Students can watch 
environment documentaries, play 
interactive games and more to connect 
with the natural world. 

ONE-STOP SHOP FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS

One Planet Academy hosts engaging 
content along 6 themes – biodiversity, 
ecosystem, pollution, climate change, 
energy and water – all in line with the 
syllabus of various subjects in schools. 
Teachers can use this content to 
plan classroom sessions and design 
activities for practical application of 
theoretical learning. 

“It is our privilege to partner with WWF-India to develop a Digital Resource Center for Environment 
Education, a first of its kind to leverage the affinity of students towards the digital space and sensitize 

them to take a proactive stance towards the environment.”

Darshana Ogale, Sr. Vice President, Capgemini India Pvt  Ltd.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS



Federal Bank, a major Indian commercial bank in the private sector, is supporting WWF-India’s 
initiative to conserve the snow leopard in the western Arunachal Landscape.

The Federal Bank focuses its CSR activities in the areas of education, health, skill building, 
environment and the Swachh Bharat initiative of the Government of India. 

CONSERVING THE SNOW LEOPARD IN WESTERN ARUNACHAL 
PRADESH
The snow leopard is found in the high altutude cold mountains of 
five Himalayan states - Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, 
Uttarakhand, Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh. Until a few decades ago, 
the species was protected by the sheer remoteness and inaccessibility 
of its habitat. Today, it is struggling for space, due to rising human 
population, anthropogenic and developmental pressures in its habitat. 
Retaliatory killing of snow leopard by angry herders due to livestock 
depradation and poaching for their body parts and beautiful fur are 
the two biggest threats to the species. In just 2 decades, the global 
population has declined by 30%, estimated at just 4500 – 7500 
individuals and between 470 – 500 individuals in India. WWF-India is 
working in Jammu and Kashmir, Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh to 
identify major threats to the species, address snow leopard human 
conflict issues which affect the livelihood of mountain people as well 
as the habitat of the species and to enhance knowledge on the habitat 
needs of snow leopards. 

ASSESSING SNOW LEOPARD 
HABITAT RANGE  
WWF-India is working 
towards identifying the snow 
leopard habitat and range in 
western Arunachal Pradesh 
as well as the key threats 
faced by the species. 

“Teaming with WWF-India, we look forward 
to making a difference by protecting those 

precious species and preventing them 
from moving to extinction! An effort in 

taking ourselves beyond being the Perfect 
Banking Partner!”

Thampy Kuriani, GM & HR Head,  
Federal Bank

Disclaimer: This project is also supported by Sony, Tata Capital and WWF network donors.
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Playing to the strength of its business, Liberty Shoes, amongst the top 5 manufacturers of footwear 
in the world, is providing high quality and durable trekking shoes for frontline protection staff working 
in priority forests across India. Liberty Shoes believes strongly in its social responsibility towards the 
society, customers, employees as well as the planet and supports a number of social causes, including 
environment preservation.

FIELD GEAR FOR FRONTLINE FOREST STAFF
India’s frontline forest protection staff patrol the forests on foot every 
day, walking up to 15 - 20 km in extreme weather conditions and 
rough geographical terrains to keep in check illegal activities, human 
disturbances and monitor wildlife movement. In order for them to perform 
their duties efficiently, they need to be supported with the right kind of 
infrastructure and field equipment such as trekking shoes, backpacks, 
cameras, GPS, compass, binoculars and more, which strengthens their 
patrolling abilities. The trekking shoes provided by Liberty are being 
used by the frontline forest protection staff in three of WWF-India’s 
conservation landscapes, which are home to unique and endangered 
wildlife such as the tiger and elephant.

INCREASED PROTECTION 
IN THE FORESTS 
Field gear and equipment 
such as trekking shoes, 
backpacks, GPS and 
cameras increases the 
capacity of forest guards to 
protect.

“It is a pleasure to form an alliance 
with WWF-India for the common goal 
of conserving biodiversity, sustainably 
using natural resources & maintaining 
ecosystems, thereby building a future 

where humans live in harmony with nature. 
Kudos to team WWF-India!”

Adesh Gupta, CEO, Liberty



The Godrej Group and WWF-India have a long standing association dating back to the 
organization’s inception in 1969. Through the Godrej Pirojsha Foundation, the group is supporting 
projects towards the conservation of tigers in Maharashtra and marine conservation initiatives on 
the western coastline. 

The Godrej Group is a key partner of WWF-India and supports initiatives in healthcare, education 
and environmental sustainability through its trusts - the Pirojsha Godrej Foundation, the Soonabai 
Pirojsha Godrej Foundation and the Godrej Memorial Trust. 

CONSERVING TIGERS IN 
MAHARASHTRA
Maharashtra’s dense forests, covering nearly 17% of its 
geographical area, are home to a tiger variety of endangered 
and endemic species, including the tiger. However, the state is 
also the world’s second most populous unit, leading to severe 
conflict for space between wildlife and human populations. 
Pressures due to habitats loss and degradation caused by 
development and mining activities and rapid development are 
threatening the survival of tigers in the region. This project, in 
partnership with the Godrej Foundation and other implementing 
partners, uses a multi-pronged approach for tiger conservation. 
It envisions to develop sustainable connectivity between 
important Protected Areas in the state by maintaining and 
restoring the functionality of wildlife corridors, strengthening 
protection, managing human wildlife conflict and involving local 
communities in conservation initiatives.

MARINE CONSERVATION AND 
SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES
India’s first Marine Stewardship Council certified sustainable 
fishery in Ashtamudi, Kerala was due to the sustained efforts of 
many partners including WWF-India, CMFRI, the local council 
and the clam fishermen. Support from the Pirojsha Godrej 
Foundation has helped to retain this certification and make 
it a model for promoting sustainable management of marine 
resources in many other parts of the country. The Foundation 
is also directly supporting a new initiative on promoting 
sustainable fisheries management in Gujarat. Assessment of 
threats faced by marine biodiversity due to the current fishing 
practices and engagement with fishing communities around 
Marine Protected Areas in the Gulf of Kutch is ongoing.
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LIVELIHOOD SECURITY FOR FISHING COMMUNITIES

The project on sustainable fisheries 
management in Gujarat aims to identify 
traditional fisheries and assess gaps in 
the current fishing practices. These gaps 
will be addressed through a fisheries 
improvement plan with the involvement 
of fisher folk and work towards facilitating 
eco-labeling and certification. This will 
add value to the fisheries in national and 
international markets and ensure long term 
livelihood security for fishing communities.

CONNECTING TIGER HABITATS IN MAHARASHTRA

WWF-India is implementing a 
holistic conservation strategy in and 
around four major Tiger Reserves in 
Maharastra with the aim of improving 
connectivity between these regions for 
safe dispersal of wildlife. Community 
engagement initiatives such as 
introduction of biogas and fuel efficient 
chulhas for fuelwood reduction 
and alternate livelihood options are 
successfully reducing pressures on 
the forests. Infrastructure support and 
capacity building programmes for the 
Forest Department staff is improving 
their ability to implement strong 
protection regimes.  

“It has been an enriching journey to witness the growth of WWF-India over the years. The 
organization is dedicated to finding solutions for India’s growing environmental concerns. 

We are proud to be associated with WWF-India and congratulate them for the conservation 
successes and achievements.”

Jamshyd N Godrej, Chairman & Managing Director, Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS



PROJECT FOREST HEROES - MOTORCYCLES FOR FOREST GUARDS
The foot soldiers of wildlife conservation in India are the frontline forest staff, who work night and day in extreme weather conditions 
and difficult geographical regions to ensure the safety of our wildlife. Every day, this staff patrols the forests on foot, covering roughly 
15 – 20 km in scorching heat, biting cold and torrential rains, on the look out for illegal activities and interference in the forest. They 
need to be kept motivated and be supported with the right kind of infrastructure to fulfil their duties effectively and efficiently.  
WWF-India works with State Forest Departments across 15 priority states covered under 10 wildlife landscapes to build capacity of 
their staff through trainings on a range of wildlife conservation subjects and provide infrastructure support such as field equipment, 
four wheel vehicles, motorcycles and more which assist the staff in effective patrolling and vigilance in the forest. 

Project Forest Heroes is a joint initiative between Hero MotoCorp and WWF-India under which more than 100 Hero motorcycles 
have been provided to 10 State Forest Departments and WWF-India field offices to be used by the frontline protection staff for 
patrolling and other activities. This support has significantly increased their mobility within the forest and thereby ability to implement 
protection measures.    

Hero MotoCorp, the world’s largest manufacturer of two-wheelers, has leveraged its core business 
to support environment and wildlife conservation initiatives by providing Hero motorcycles for forest 
frontline staff to strengthen protection measures and forest management initiatives in priority wildlife 
habitats.

Hero MotoCorp is committed to creating a greener, safer and equitable world, with environment 
sustainability as a priority focus area.
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INCREASED MOBILITY AND PROTECTION

Motorcycles have enabled them to cover larger distances 
in the forest, reach areas which are difficult to traverse 
on four wheel vehicles, respond faster to alerts of illegal 
activities and monitor wildlife movement.  

These motor bikes are useful for Valmiki’s unique terrain. 
Now, the staff can reach remote areas of the tiger 
reserve and respond to emergency situation and raids. 
I am thankful to WWF-India and Hero MotoCorp for 
providing this wonderful support.

– R. K. Sinha, Range officer,  
Valmiki Tiger Reserve, Bihar 

This bike is very useful in reaching those parts of 
the forest where four wheelers cannot reach. It has 
made us more mobile, we are more confident on 
responding to any illegal activity or human movement 
in the forest.

– Rakesh Kumar, Patrolling Party,          
Valmiki Tiger Reserve, Bihar

“At Hero, we Manufacture Happiness – not just for our employees, customers and 
other stakeholders but also for our Environment. Happy Earth, our CSR program 
focuses on environment and partnering with WWF-India is an extension of that 

philosophy to ensure conservation of wildlife to have a Happy Earth.”

Vijay Sethi, CIO and Head CSR, Hero MotoCorp Ltd. 

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS



RIVERS FOR LIFE, LIFE FOR RIVERS – GANGA AND RAMGANGA
The Gangetic basin is one of the most densely populated and fertile basins of the world, supporting a population of more than 
500 million people as well as unique aquatic biodiversity. WWF-India envisions the Ganga as a healthy river system that is rich in 
biodiversity and provides long term water security to communities and nature. WWF-India works along a 900 km stretch of the 
Ganga and a 300 km stretch of a major tributary Ramganga and implements a holistic river basin management framework with four 
key components. These are sustainable water management that aims to ensure environmental flows in the river are maintained; 
adoption of climate change adaptation strategies by riparian farmers and governments to ensure climate resilence and livelihood 
security; water stewardship in industries and cities to ensure reduced pollution and water footprint; and habitat and biodiversity 
conservation with a focus on 7 freshwater species – Ganga river dolphin, gharial, otter, mahseer and three species of freshwater 
turtles. This project has evolved over 10 years from the Living Ganga programme to the Rivers For Life, Life For Rivers programme. 
Another focus area is the conservation of urban and peri-urban wetlands.

HSBC Bank, one of the largest banking and financial services organizations in the world, has 
partnered with WWF to protect freshwater resources in four major river basins of the world – Yangtze, 
Ganga, Mekong and Pantanal and the African Rift Valley. In India, HSBC is supporting the Rivers For 
Life, Life For Rivers programme being implemented along a 900 km stretch of the Ganga and 300 km 
stretch of the Ramganga in Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh.   

The project is part of the HSBC Water Programme which is a 5 year commitment to deliver water 
provision, protection and education in specific regions in the Americas, Asia-Pacific, Europe, the 
Middle East and Africa.
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CONSERVING FRESHWATER BIODIVERSITY

Continuous engagement with key stakeholders has 
ensured the adoption of an annual population assessment 
of the Ganga river dolphin, leading to regular monitoring 
of the species. Through the in-situ turtle conservation 
programme, 1000 turtle hatchlings have been released 
into the Ganga and Ramganga. The Gharial Reintroduction 
programme wherein captive bred gharials are released into 
the river is showing a survival rate of 45% amongst the 
606 gharials released since 2009.

REDUCING INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION

WWF-India is engaging with selected high-polluting 
industries in Kanpur and Moradabad to address 
pollution related issues by promoting international 
buyers platforms, demonstrating clean technologies and 
identifying opportunities for green finance. The project 
aims to promote clean technology solutions across 
1000 metalware industries and 150 tanneries to reduce 
pollution in the Ganga.  

CLIMATE SMART AGRICULTURE

More than 4000 farmers from 39 villages across 6 districts of Uttar Pradesh are adopting sustainable agriculture practices that 
have led to a reduction in pesticide use up to 100%, fertilizer use up to 60% and water use up to 37% with a marked increase 
in productivity. A framework is being developed for climate smart agriculture and water management practices for 3 districts to 
include in district plans and enhance adaptive capacities. 

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS



SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD INITIATIVE
India is the second largest aquaculture producer in the world and among 
the top four exporters of shrimp. The seafood industry in India provides 
livelihood to more than 14 million people, including the largest population 
of fisher communities globally estimated at 3 million. Rising demand for 
seafood across the world is causing a number of social and environmental 
challenges. Approximately 85% of marine fish stocks are either fully 
exploited or overfished, resulting in severe depletion of resources in major 
fisheries. For the long term sustainability of the seafood industry and 
livelihood security, it is critical to address issues both at the demand and 
supply side. WWF-India promotes better practices and good governance 
to develop sustainable fisheries and responsible farms while also working 
with private partners to push market demands for sustainable seafood. 
In collaboration with WWF, Hyatt committed to sourcing 50% of its global 
seafood by volume from responsible sources by 2018; and additionally 
committed to sourcing 15% of its global seafood by volume from MSC 
and ASC certified fisheries and farms. Hyatt will also reduce and eliminate 
endangered species for all of its menus. As a part of this ongoing work, 
WWF is engaging with the 23 Hyatt hotel properties in India to assess 
their seafood supply chains and assist them in contributing toward Hyatt’s 
global success against its goals.

Hyatt Hotels Corporation, a global hospitality company, is working with WWF to improve the 
sustainability of its seafood procurement around the world.. The Hyatt Hotels is committed to bringing 
sustainability across its business operations which are strongly reflected in the Hyatt 2020 Vision – a 
set of ambitious environmental goals across three focus areas – use resources thoughtfully, build 
smart, and innovate and inspire. 

50%
Hyatt globally has 
committed to sourcing at 
least 50% of its seafood by 
volume from responsible 
sources. 

“The partnership with WWF-India 
has helped us to understand the 

opportunities for improving sustainability 
in our seafood offering to guests, 

and the benefits this can have on the 
environment and communities.”

Vikram Ganpule, Executive Chef, 
Hyatt India
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SUSTAINABLE PULP AND PAPER   
India is currently one of the top 5 consumers of paper in the world.  
WWF-India works to promote responsible procurement of forest-based 
raw material to drive environmentally and socially sustainable forest 
management along the supply chains of such commodities. Globally, WWF 
works with companies through the Global Forest & Trade Network to create 
economic incentives for responsible management of forests. This ensures 
that their products come from legal and sustainable wood harvests and 
provides environmental and social benefits for the wildlife and people that 
depend on them. As a part of its participation in GFTN-India, International 
Paper has committed to double the share of credibly certified (FSC) raw 
material it procures during the year 2016, and to a continued year-on-year 
improvement in line with its global commitments.

International Paper India, one of the top integrated wood based paper manufacturers in India, has 
partnered with WWF-India and enlisted as a participant in the Global Forest and Trade Network 
(GFTN), committing to progressively increase the credibly certified forest-based raw material 
procured along its supply chain.

International Paper, at a global level, is committed to improve sustainability across its business and 
works towards 12 voluntary sustainability goals to improve its impact on the planet.

CREDIBLY CERTIFIED  
RAW MATERIAL 
International Paper is 
committed to double its 
share of FSC raw material in 
one year, and to a continued 
year-on-year improvement 
in line with its global 
commitments.

“International Paper is committed to 
making quality products and ensuring 

responsible stewardship on the forests. We 
partner with farmers to achieve our long 
term sustainability goals and plant three 
times more to ensure we combat climate 
change. Achieving FSC FM certification 
and partnering with WWF-India is our 
commitment to showcase our efforts.” 

Rampraveen Swaminathan, Chairman & 
Managing Director, IPAPPM and President, 

IP-India



ICICI Bank, India’s largest private sector bank, has partnered with WWF-India to support the 
conservation of the elusive red panda and its habitat in the north-eastern state of Sikkim.

ICICI Bank implements a number of Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives with a focus on 
health care, sustainable livelihoods and environment, whereas the ICICI Foundation implements skill 
development initiatives.

CONSERVING THE RED PANDA AND ITS HABITAT IN SIKKIM
The red panda, a flagship species of the forests of Sikkim as well as its State Animal, faces a range of conservation challenges 
such as habitat loss and poaching. Over the last three generations, its population has declined by 50%, earning it the conservation 
status of Endangered. Across Arunachal Pradesh and Sikkim, red panda habitat has reduced by more than 60% in the last 
decade, exposing the species to pressures from human settlements around its habitat. WWF-India has been working in the eastern 
Himalayan region for red panda conservation since 2005. Particularly in Sikkim, studies have revealed that majority of the forests 
inhabited by red pandas fall outside the designated National Parks and Wildlife Sanctuaries, which are less protected, prone to 
disturbances and have high dependence levels on forest resources from local communities. For the long term survival of the red 
panda and its habitat in Sikkim, it is important to work with local communities to address threats arising from their dependence 
on fuel wood and other natural resources through promotion of alternate livelihoods and energy needs as well as monitoring the 
movement of the red panda to understand its habitat range and threats faced by it. 
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ASSESSMENT OF RED PANDA HABITAT

Research activities through field surveys, camera 
trapping exercise in the forests and perception studies 
with community members are helping to understand the 
occurrence and habitat preference of red pandas. Through 
this, priority areas are being identified to implement 
conservation activities.  

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

EDUCATION AND AWARENESS FOR RED PANDA CONSERVATION

Activities such as organizing nature camps and trails has 
witnessed participation from more than 200 students and 
20 teachers and helped them understand the importance 
of conserving this important species and the link between 
environment protection and human well-being.   

CAPACITY BUILDING OF FOREST OFFICIALS 

Field staff of the Department of Forests, Environment 
and Wildlife Management is being trained in field survey 
techniques that improve their monitoring activities in the 
forest and ensure better protection in red panda habitat. 

“ICICI Bank is committed to protecting the environment and conserving resources 
as well as our biodiversity. We thank WWF-India for having given us an opportunity 

to partner with them in their effort to conserve the Endangered red panda. We 
congratulate WWF-India for their efforts in this laudable initiative.”

Vijay Chandok, Executive Director, ICICI Bank



IKEA, the world’s largest home furnishing retailer, has partnered with WWF-India to promote Better 
Cotton System in cotton cultivation to reduce the use of chemicals, improve the working conditions 
of cotton farmers, and reduce negative effects to biodiversity. The project, now known as the Better 
Cotton Initiative, is being implemented in Jalna district of Maharashtra, a major cotton production 
region in India. A recent project with IKEA on waste paper recovery and recycling focuses on 
developing a procurement policy for IKEA’s current and future cardboard suppliers by which the 
company will be able to manage sustainability risks within its recycled paper supply chain, and, more 
broadly, establishing a preliminary basis to contribute to the improvement of waste recovery practices 
in the country overall.

With the vision of positively impacting people and the planet through its business, IKEA is an 
environmentally conscious company that is committed to sourcing raw material such as wood and 
cotton for its products only from sustainable sources, thereby influencing the entire supply chain for 
these high footprint raw materials.

BETTER COTTON INITIATIVE
India is the second largest producer and exporter of cotton 
in the world, with the largest cotton cultivated area spread 
across 9 Indian states. Cotton contributes around 59% share 
in the raw material consumption basket of the Indian textile 
industry and sustains the livelihood of an estimated 4 million 
cotton farmers and over 40 - 50 million people engaged in 
cotton related trade. However, cotton cultivation is highly 
intensive in the use of pesticides, fertilizers as well as carbon 
emissions. India has the highest ecological footprint from 
cotton cultivation. Therefore, for the long term sustainability of 
cotton production and livelihood security of millions associated 
with this commodity, it is critical to adopt  better cotton system 
that reduce the chemical use and carbon emissions while 
also improving the yield. In partnership with IKEA, WWF-India 
is promoting Better Cotton System amongst farmers that will 
reduce environmental impacts of large scale production and 
improve social and economic benefits. 

WASTE PAPER RECOVERY AND 
RECYCLING
The Indian paper and packaging industry is becoming 
increasingly reliant on raw materials besides wood-based pulp, 
including agricultural residues and recycled fibre/waste paper 
for manufacture. As India’s economy grows, the demand for 
paper and packaging is expected to increase significantly. 
WWF-India is working with IKEA to understand current 
practices in waste paper recovery in India. The project aims to 
study paper-based packaging supply chains and suggest best 
practices to improve the social and environmental sustainability 
of these systems. WWF-India will use these findings to 
develop a guidance document to support players in the 
industry, including  IKEA Packaging Suppliers, in strengthening 
their current procurement practices, and contribute to the 
improvement of waste paper recovery practices in the country.
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LOW WATER AND CHEMICAL FOOTPRINT

Better Cotton System has ensured a reduction in use of 
irrigated water by 6.3%, pesticides by 31% and fertilizers 
by 8%, while improving yield by 30% and gross margins 
for farmers by 54%.  

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

COLLABORATION AND CONVERGENCE

The success of this project inspired NABARD to 
finance 20 farmers on an exposure visit to other cotton 
growing districts. Private companies have adopted 27 
cotton growing villages under the Indian Cotton Farmer 
network for resistance management and public sector 
industries are training farmers on soil testing and nutrient 
management.  

6,250 TONNES BETTER COTTON

Farmers implementing Better Cotton System are 
producing more than 6,250 tonnes of Better Cotton from 
this region.

“WWF-India and IKEA partnership have established a good example in sustainability 
space for textile business ”

Srinivasan, Cotton Lead, IKEA



RESPONSIBLE 
FORESTRY 
PRACTICES
Through the Global Forest and 
Trade Network, WWF-India is 
engaging with ITC-PSPD to 
achieve responsible sourcing 
and forest management 
across its pulp and paper 
supply chains. Under this 
engagement, ITC has made 
public commitments to 
maintain deforestation-free 
supply chains and promote 
the uptake of FSC in India 
by increasing manufacture of 
FSC certified products in the 
Indian market.  

CHOOSE 
WISELY 
CAMPAIGN
WWF-India and ITC Hotels 
have launched a consumer 
awareness campaign, Choose 
Wisely, to promote sustainable 
choices of fish consumption 
to protect global fish stocks 
from over-exploitation.  
WWF-India provided an 
analysis of the seafood 
menus used in ITC’s Pavilion 
Coffee Shops, classifying 
choices around a ‘traffic light‘ 
system – Green/Orange/Red, 
representing abundance/
depleting/overfished stocks.  

BCI UNDER 
AGRO-
FORESTRY
Under ITC’s Agro-forestry 
initiative, WWF-India is 
providing a package of 
services to promote the 
growth of Better Cotton in 
the Khammam, Warangal 
and Nalgonda districts 
of Telangana. This will 
ensure a reduction in the 
use of chemicals in cotton 
cultivation, improve the 
working conditions of cotton 
farmers and reduce negative 
effects of agricultural practices 
in biodiversity.

WATER 
SECURITY FOR 
BHAVANI BASIN
This project aims to develop 
and implement a water 
security strategy for the 
Bhavani river sub-basin 
in Tamil Nadu where ITC 
operates a recycled water 
paper plant. Using a multi-
stakeholder approach, 
the project will bring out a 
framework for collaborative 
action amongst all water 
users of the region to ensure 
water security to people and 
nature.

ITC, one of India’s foremost multi-business enterprise, is a valued partner of WWF-India and a leading 
brand in sustainability in India. Through its various businesses, ITC works with WWF-India on themes 
linked to water, forestry, agro-forestry and seafood, as well as environmental education and broader 
industry engagement.

ITC is working with WWF-India on four projects – Responsible Forestry Practices across its pulp and 
paper supply chains; Choose Wisely Campaign– a consumer awareness campaign for sustainable 
seafood; Better Cotton Initiative in Telangana; and Water Security Plan for Bhavani Basin.
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RESPONSIBLE SOURCING AND FOREST MANAGEMENT

36,111 hectares of the plantation area, from where 
ITC-PSPD sources its pulpwood and which is 
owned by numerous small scale and marginal 
farmers, are now certified under FSC-FM. This area 
has increased by more than 5000 hectares per 
year over the course of ITC-PSPD’s participation in 
the Global Forests and Trade Network since 2009. 
Its share of credibly certified raw material has also 
increased nearly 100% between 2009 and 2016.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

SUSTAINABLE FISH CHOICES ON YOUR MENU

The Choose Wisely campaign is running 
across 12 ITC Pavilion coffee shops, 
influencing seafood choices towards 
sustainability for thousands of customers 
visiting these restaurants. ITC and  
WWF-India are working to extend this 
partnership across all ITC restaurants.

“WWF-India and ITC enjoy a long-standing and wide-ranging collaboration. 
Leveraging their internal competencies and by sharing experiences and best 

practices, WWF-India and ITC have worked together for years to craft and deliver 
more effective sustainability solutions.”

Sanjib Bezbaroa, Vice President, Corporate ESH, ITC Ltd.



Infosys, a global leader in technology services and consulting, has partnered with WWF-India to 
support the conservation of the Endangered olive Ridley turtle in Odisha, through its philanthropic 
arm, Infosys Foundation. The Foundation supports a number of social causes.

CONSERVING THE OLIVE RIDLEY TURTLE IN ODISHA
This unique and iconic species is the smallest sea turtle in the world. It 
is among the only two turtle species globally to exhibit the mass nesting 
phenomenon of Arribada, where thousands of females come together to 
lay eggs annually on the same beach from where they once hatched as 
hatchlings. Once found in abundance, the species population is on the 
decline due to human interferences in their habitat such as development 
and tourism activities on nesting beaches, predation by feral dogs, 
jackals, hyenas and birds, and accidental death due to entanglement 
in traditional fishing nets. It is estimated that out of every 1000 turtle 
hatchlings that enter the sea, only one survives to adulthood. 

This project focuses on ensuring protection of turtle nests on the 
Rushikulya mass nesting beach in Odisha through community led 
initiatives such as improved protection on beaches during nesting period, 
providing safe passage to turtle hatchlings to enter sea and ensuring 
protection from predation by urban wildlife. 

332 NESTS PROTECTED  
Fencing around the mass nesting 
beach and regular patrolling by 
local youth to improve protection 
resulted in ensuring 332 turtle 
nests remained safe and the 
eggs successfully hatched. The 
hatchlings entered the sea with 
assistance from patrolling teams.

“The Infosys Foundation began its 
association with WWF-India in 2015 for 

the conservation of the Olive Ridley turtles 
in Odisha. Heeding the importance of 

these turtles in maintaining our ecological 
balance, the partnership is geared towards 

providing support for protection of the 
turtles’ nesting ground on the beach. ”

Shrutkeerti Khurana, Program Director, 
Infosys Foundation
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Johnson Lifts, producer of elevators and escalators, has partnered with WWF-India to support the 
conservation of the marine turtle along the coast of Kerala. As a socially responsible company, Johnson 
Lifts contributes to several social welfare causes. 

CONSERVING MARINE TURTLES IN KERALA
India’s coastline and waters support five of the seven marine turtle species found in the world. The coastline of Kerala provides 
nesting grounds to three of the five turtle species found in India, i.e. Olive Ridley, Hawksbill and the Green turtle. In recent years, the 
migrating population coming to these beaches has decreased and records show that thousands of breeding turtles and hatchlings 
have died along the coast. This is attributed to accidental death of turtles due to entanglement in fishing nets, poaching for meat 
and shells, loss of nesting beaches due to development activities and predation of turtle eggs and hatchlings by feral dogs and 
other urban wildlife. Conservation of Kerala’s nesting beaches is an important component for the long term conservation of marine 
turtles in India.  

This project focuses on mapping threats to marine turtles on Kerala’s nesting beaches, engaging with stakeholders to build capacity 
for conservation initiatives, addressing turtle by-catch in fishing nets and promoting in-situ protection of turtle nests with local 
communities.

COLLABORATIVE 
EFFORTS FOR TURTLE 
CONSERVATION  
Stakeholder consultations 
has brought together 5 
local Turtle Groups that will 
implement conservation 
activities with capacity 
building and infrastructure 
support from WWF-India.



JM Financial, a company that provides investment advisory and equity broking services, is 
supporting WWF-India’s efforts to conserve the Endangered snow leopard in Ladakh, Jammu and 
Kashmir in the western Himalayas through its Foundation. 

JM Financial Foundation and the Kampani Charitable Trust support causes of socio-economic 
welfare, education, healthcare and environment.

CONSERVING THE SNOW LEOPARD IN JAMMU AND KASHMIR
The snow leopard is found in the high altutude cold mountains of 5 Himalayan states - Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, 
Uttarakhand, Sikkim, and Arunachal Pradesh. Until a few decades ago, the species was protected by the sheer remoteness and 
inaccessibility of its habitat. Today, it is struggling for space, competing with humans for food and shelter. Conflict with humans due 
to decreasing habitat and poaching for their body parts are the two biggest threats to the species. In just 2 decades, the global 
population has declined by 30%, estimated at just 4500 – 7500 individuals and between 470 – 500 individuals in India. More than 
90% of the Indian population is found in the state of Jammu and Kashmir. WWF-India is working in Jammu and Kashmir, Sikkim 
and Arunachal Pradesh to estimate the habitat range of the species, identify major threats as well as address snow leopard human 
conflict issues which affect the livelihood of mountain people as well as the habitat of the species. JM Financial’s support is helping 
scale up snow leopard conservation efforts in Jammu and Kashmir.
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SECURING LIVELIHOODS THROUGH CONFLICT MANAGEMENT

Predation of livestock by snow leopards causes high 
economic losses to communities and retaliatory killing of 
the species. This project aims to construct 40 predator 
proof corral pens which will protect 4500 – 5000 livestock, 
thereby providing livelihood security to communities in 
Ladakh. 

AWARENESS AND SENSITIZATION

Local communities and school students from more 
than 30 villages in Ladakh are being engaged through 
educational programmes to raise awareness about the 
importance of snow leopards in this habitat and garner 
their support for conservation. 

CONSERVATION LEADERSHIP WITH THE INDIAN ARMY

The Indian Army has widespread reach across the 
country and can make significant contributions towards 
protecting the environment and wildlife. WWF-India 
is training Army personnel in Ladakh on basic law 
enforcement, wildlife crime detection, anti poaching and 
patrolling techniques. 

“The snow leopard is an endangered species. In line with our conservation 
initiatives, JM Financial Foundation has partnered with WWF-India to ensure that 

local communities along with their livestock live in harmony with nature,  
in their habitat.”

Nimesh Kampani, Chairman, JM Financial Group

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS



Marks & Spencers, a major British multinational retailer, has partnered with WWF-India to promote 
Better Cotton System in cotton cultivation to reduce the use of chemicals, improve the working 
conditions of cotton farmers, and reduce negative effects to biodiversity. The project, now known 
as the Better Cotton Initiative, is being implemented in the Warangal and Karimnagar district of 
Telangana, a major cotton production region in India. 

This project is part of Marks & Spencers Plan A 2020 commitments which aim to source 70% 
of its cotton from sustainable sources by 2020. The Plan A initiative consists of 100 ethical and 
environmental commitments that will help the company achieve the ultimate goal of becoming the 
world’s most sustainable major retailer.

BETTER COTTON INITIATIVE
India is the second largest producer and exporter of cotton in the world, with the largest cotton cultivated area spread across 
nine Indian states. Cotton contributes around 59% share in the raw material consumption basket of the Indian textile industry 
and sustains the livelihood of an estimated 4 million cotton farmers and over 40 - 50 million people engaged in cotton related 
trade. However, cotton cultivation is highly intensive in the use of pesticides, fertilizers as well as carbon emissions. India has the 
highest ecological footprint from cotton cultivation. Particularly in the Warangal and Karimnagar districts falling in the micro basin 
on the river Godavari, the use of fertilizers is 56% higher than the national average. The state consumes 22% of the total pesticide 
consumed nationally. Therefore, for the long term sustainability of cotton production and livelihood security of millions associated 
with this commodity, it is critical to adopt better cotton system that reduce the chemical use and carbon emission while also 
improving the yield. In partnership with Marks & Spencers, WWF-India is promoting Better Cotton System amongst farmers that 
reduce environmental impacts of large scale production and improve social and economic benefits. 
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REDUCTION IN CHEMICAL USE

Better Cotton System has ensured a reduction in use 
of irrigated water by 16%, pesticides and fertilizers by 
40% and GHG emissions by 44.6%, while improving 
yield by 1.19 quintal per hectare and net income by 
22% per hectare.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

18,000 HECTARES UNDER BETTER COTTON

More than 20,000 farmers are implementing Better 
Cotton System in 250 villages from these areas and 
producing more than 40,000 tonnes of Better Cotton. 

FARMER COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES

Nine active Farmer Cooperative Societies have been formed which sell quality agricultural inputs worth more than 
INR 10.8 million to cotton farmers.



Microsoft, a worldwide leader in software, services, devices and solutions that help people and 
businesses reach full potential, partnered with WWF-India to launch the Delhi edition of the Create 
To Inspire Fellowship in 2014. This Fellowship, launched by Microsoft in 2012, offers a platform 
to young people to use the medium of arts and build innovative social action projects under the 
guidance of established artist mentors and experts.  

Microsoft India supports a number of non profits through software donations or technology 
solutions to become more efficient, effective and innovative. It also implements their own 
programmes to create opportunities for the youth and support humanitarian relief and disaster 
management efforts. 

CREATE TO INSPIRE FELLOWSHIP 2014
The social action projects developed by young people under the 
Create To Inspire Fellowship aim to initiate conversations and create 
awareness about pertinent social and environmental issues. The 
2014 Delhi fellowship focused on the theme of Urban Biodiversity 
under which 50 creative young adults were selected and mentored 
by five renowned artists and two experts over an eight month period 
to create exciting communication pieces using dance, theatre, film, 
photography and art installations. Through this, the Fellows learnt about 
the issues facing Delhi’s biodiversity and exhibited leadership skills by 
creating an environmental movement using performances and art. They 
held outreach events across college campuses and malls to spread 
awareness and initiate conversations about the degradation of the 
Yamuna and the Ridge, calling upon the general public to take ownership 
and act immediately to save Delhi’s biodiversity

7 SHORT FILMS ON ENVIRONMENT   
The participants of the fellowship 
conceptualized and created 7 short 
films on issues plaguing the Yamuna 
River and the Delhi Ridge, which are 
being showcased on various digital 
platforms to inspire conservation 
action amongst the general public.

“At Microsoft, our values support our corporate 
mission to empower people to do more and 
achieve more. We seek innovative ways to 

reduce the environmental impact of our 
operations, products and services and help 

others use the power of technology to address 
sustainability challenges. The Create To Inspire 

Fellowship empowers the youth to work towards 
building a socially responsible world.”

Bhaskar Pramanik, Chairman,  
Microsoft India 
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New India Assurance Company Ltd., India’s premier and wholly government owned multinational 
general insurance company, has partnered with WWF-India on a tree plantation project that aims to 
increase forest cover and provide livelihood opportunities to tribal communities living in Shahapur and 
Dahanu talukas in Thane, Maharashtra.

New India Assurance Company Ltd. focuses its CSR activities in the areas of capacity building, 
empowerment of communities, socio-economic growth, environment protection, promotion of green 
and energy efficient technologies, development of backward regions and upliftment of marginalized 
communities. 

TREE PLANTATION FOR GREEN COVER AND LIVELIHOOD
Maharashtra’s Thane district falls in the northern most part of the 
Konkan lowlands and is a mix of hilly terrain interspersed with 
plateaus. The region has large tracts of barren land belonging to the 
Forest Department where crop cultivation is not a possibility due 
to the soil quality. However, the area can support the plantation of 
specific tree species which would help in increasing green cover in 
the area, improve soil quality through the nutrition cycle and reduce 
erosion of the top soil. This project focuses on a 400 hectares plot 
in the Shahapur and Dahanu talukas, home to the tribal groups 
– Thakkars and Warlis and aims to plant 1,00,000 saplings of 
indigenous fruit trees such as tamarind, amla, cashewnuts, jamun, 
mahua, custard apple and more. The tribal groups will be trained in 
nursery management and horticulture to ensure they can grow the 
saplings into a healthy plantation of fruit bearing trees and derive 
economic benefits from the sale of the produce. The project will 
benefit more than 2000 families in the two talukas.

1,00,000 SAPLINGS 
More than 2,000 families will benefit 
from the plantation of 1,00,000 
saplings of fruit bearing trees, 
which will provide environmental 
and economic benefits to the 
Thakkar and Warli tribes.

“The New India Assurance Company Limited 
has always been the pioneer in General 

Insurance Sector. New India’s CSR activities 
speak of its intention to be leaders driving the 
social change for a better India. Planting one 

lakh trees in tribal areas will create a source of 
livelihood for them and help in the betterment 

of the environment. The Company thanks 
Government of Maharashtra and WWF-India in 

making this endeavour a grand success.”

Jayashree Nair, Company Secretary & Chief 
Compliance Officer, New India Assurance 

Company Ltd.



Nokia, a global leader in communication technology, has partnered with WWF-India to support the 
conservation of two urban wetlands in Karnataka, with the aim of reversing biodiversity loss and 
improving ecological conditions around the wetlands.

In India, Nokia’s focus areas under its Corporate Social Responsibility includes improving people’s 
lives with technology and protecting the environment.

CONSERVATION OF URBAN WETLANDS, KARNATAKA
Wetlands are one of the most productive ecosystems and play a significant role in the ecological sustainability of a region. They 
have an impact on the livelihoods, health and security of local communities, particularly the poor and vulnerable. However, their 
ecological and economical services are grossly undervalued and in many urban and peri urban cities, wetlands are either drying up 
entirely, or becoming so polluted that they cannot support any aquatic biodiversity. Karnataka’s wetlands are also facing a similar 
fate due to rapid changes in catchment characteristics including change in land use, pollution, depletion of natural resources, loss 
of inter-connectivity and storage capacity, introduction of commercial fisheries in some areas cumulatively resulting in biodiversity 
loss and loss of productive capacity. Conserving these wetlands is crucial for the water security of cities, as they play an important 
role in ground water recharge and water purification, as well as provide water for domestic and irrigation use. In partnership with 
Nokia, WWF-India is working towards the conservation of the Bashettyhalli lake, Amanikere and Bheemsandra tank in Karnataka to 
promote better management practices through community engagement, policy intervention and participatory institution building. 
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

WATER STEWARDSHIP IN NOKIA

As part of environment sustainability in Nokia’s office 
operations, WWF-India is engaging with Nokia employees 
to understand water related risks to Nokia and by Nokia in 
India. In partnership with a Water Task Force team formed 
with Nokia employees, a water stewardship strategy will 
be developed to reduce Nokia’s water footprint. 

COMMUNITY LED WETLAND HEALTH ASSESSMENT

Local communities are being empowered to be at the 
forefront of conservation activities through education 
awareness and capacity building. They are conducting 
wetland health assessments and monitoring biodiversity and 
threats in the region to ensure preservation of the lakes.

REVERSE BIODIVERSITY LOSS

Through collaborative efforts with stakeholders such as local 
communities, village institutions, industries, government 
agencies, State Pollution Control Board and local NGOs, the 
project aims to address key threats causing degradation of 
the wetlands, thereby improving ecological conditions and 
reviving biodiversity supported by the region. 

“Recent floods have increased focus on the need to preserve the wetlands in India. Nokia 
is supporting WWF-India in their comprehensive approach to wetland conservation that 

involves participation of community and stakeholders to ensure sustainability.”

Sanjay Malik, Head of India Market, Nokia



Oracle, an industry leader in cloud based and on-premises technology solutions for businesses, has 
partnered with WWF-India to protect the tigers of Ranthambhore and its adjoining forests. 

Through grants, sponsorship and volunteer support, Oracle is committed to improving education 
opportunities, protecting the environment and enriching community life. 

PROTECTING THE TIGERS IN AND AROUND RANTHAMBHORE 
Ranthambhore, one of India’s oldest and most famous Tiger Reserves, is part of a larger network of forests covering 30,000 sq km in 
Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. Ranthambhore supports the largest population of tigers in this region, estimated as 50, however its 
geographical area restricts its carrying capacity to only 35, which is leading to increased risk of in breeding amongst tigers and conflict 
with humans as they attempt to disperse out of the area in search of new territory. Ranthambhore’s boundary is dotted with heavily 
populated villages and towns, posing a hindrance to the dispersal of tigers across the larger forest area as they try to move through 
fragmented and unprotected forests. For the long term survival of tigers in this region, it is important to develop a well connected 
network of forests in and around Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve, where tigers can move freely in a safe and protected habitat.

Oracle’s support is contributing towards building the capacity of the Forest Department to improve protection and management 
efforts in the forests, improve the functionality of wildlife corridors being used by tigers for dispersal and ensure safe dispersal across 
larger areas, as well as engage with local communities to reduce their dependence on forest resources. 
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Women Self Help Groups have been formed and trained 
in income generation activities such as handicraft 
production. Youth from villages are being trained in skills 
that ensure job security in nearby towns and cities. More 
than 2000 villages from 13 villages have been involved in 
education awareness programmes to garner support for 
conservation.  

SAFE DISPERSAL OF TIGERS

Through camera trapping and monitoring activities, 
dispersal routes have been identified from Ranthambhore 
into adjoining forests in Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. 
Patrolling activities and engagement with communities 
living along the route are ensuring that tigers can safely 
disperse through the forest into larger areas. 

IMPROVING PROTECTION IN THE FORESTS

Through capacity building workshops, the project aims 
to train 500 frontline Forest Department staff in better 
management practices, thereby strengthening protection 
measures across 6 Protected Areas including Ranthambhore, 
and contributing towards building a sustainable habitat.

“Oracle is very proud to support WWF-India. We appreciate the intelligent way they 
build alliances across different sectors to achieve our common goal of protecting the 
natural world. It’s thrilling to see the tiger population rebounding in India. Mitigating 

human-tiger conflict, reducing forest dependence, and promoting sustainable 
livelihoods -- it’s all vital for people and wildlife to thrive together.”

Colleen Cassity, Executive Director, Oracle Giving & Volunteers



SUSTAINABILITY IN THE SUGARCANE INDUSTRY
India is the second largest producer of sugarcane and largest consumer 
of sugar in the world, with over 35 million people dependent on the 
sugarcane industry for livelihood. More than 4.1 million hectares of land 
is under sugarcane cultivation in the country, which is one of the most 
water intensive crops, leading to rapid ground water depletion bordering 
on semi-critical to over-exploited across its cultivation belts. For the long 
term sustainability of this industry, it is critical to include better agricultural 
practices and clean technologies to reduce carbon emissions, pollution 
and water consumption in sugar and sugarcane production. Under this 
project, Rabobank will actively support and engage with its clients to 
bring sustainability in its business operations and supply chain. In the 
first phase, a reputed sugar manufacturer operating in Tamil Nadu – EID 
Parry – is being engaged to ensure water and carbon footprint reduction 
is integrated into the decision making process of the company.

Rabobank, a Dutch multinational and global leader in food and agriculture financing and sustainability-
oriented banking, has partnered with WWF-India to provide advisory services to their clients in the 
sugar industry with the aim of bringing environmental sustainability across the supply chain. 

DECISION SUPPORT TOOL 
FOR SUSTAINABILITY
A model is being developed 
to ensure sustainable water 
management in the sugarcane 
catchment area of Rabobank 
financed sugar mills. 

“Rabobank has partnered with WWF-India to 
offer advisory services to one of its key sugar 

clients in India. This partnership enables 
Rabobank to leverage on WWF-India’s global 
technical expertise and network to offer the 

client key knowledge and tools to manage its 
water usage and carbon footprints.”

Arindom Datta, Asia Head,  
Sustainability Banking, Rabobank
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SPRINGSHED CONSERVATION FOR WATER SECURITY
More than 80% of the rural population in Sikkim depends on freshwater 
springs for drinking water. However, due to a number of anthropogenic 
factors including climate change, many of these springs are drying 
up, impacting the water security of the region. WWF-India has been 
implementing the Springshed Development (Dhara Vikas) Programme 
since 2008 in partnership with the Rural Management and Development 
Department of the Government of Sikkim to increase water discharge 
from the natural springs. By reducing surface runoff of water in the 
springshed area and managing human pressures in the catchment area, 
the discharge from the springs witnessed an increase of 100 – 400%. 
The Government of Sikkim recognized WWF-India’s efforts towards 
innovative practices of ground water recharge by presenting it with 
the Ground Water Augmentation Award in 2010. The Ram Jethmalani 
Foundation’s support is helping scale up this initiative outside Sikkim to 
parts of Darjeeling district in West Bengal.

Ram Jethmalani Foundation is supporting the conservation of natural water springs in Sikkim and 
Darjeeling district of West Bangal to ensure water security of the rural communities who largely 
depend on these springs for drinking and household water needs.  

THREE FRESHWATER  
SPRINGS REJUVENATED
Through initiatives such as 
improving catchment area and 
reducing runoff of rainwater 
by undertaking plantation 
activities, three springs are 
being revived which will 
provide water security to one 
village in the Darjeeling district.

RAM 
JETHMALANI 
FOUNDATION

“Issues of water security in the Darjeeling 
hills are of real concern, and the Ram 

Jethmalani Foundation is happy to 
have collaborated with WWF-India to 

address this through the spring recharge 
programme that works with communities 

who face the brunt of the impact of 
drying springs.”

Lata  Krishnamurti, Lawyer



PROJECT NATURE WATCH - FIELD EQUIPMENT FOR FOREST GUARDS
India’s forests are protected and watched over by the foot soldiers of 
wildlife conservation, the frontline forest staff. They patrol the forests 
night and day in extreme weather conditions and difficult geographical 
regions to ensure the safety of India’s wildlife. They monitor the 
movement of wildlife, keep away human interference and control illegal 
activities. In order for them to perform their duties efficiently, they need 
to be supported with the right kind of infrastructure support and field 
equipment such as cameras, GPS, compass, binoculars and more, 
which helps them document their observations in the field. 

The binoculars provided by Ricoh India are being used by the frontline 
protection staff of five State Forest Departments while performing 
their patrolling duties in the forests and the underwater cameras are 
being used by WWF-India’s marine field teams working towards the 
conservation of sharks, hump back dolphins and marine turtles. 

Ricoh, a global technology company, is supporting Project Nature Watch, under which it has provided 
high quality binoculars and underwater cameras to five WWF-India priority wildlife landscapes and one 
marine landscape, with the aim of improving protection and monitoring activities in wildlife habitats. 

Ricoh strives to realize a sustainable ecosystem by adopting a holistic approach in reducing 
environmental impact across value chain- sourcing material, manufacturing products, business 
operations, environmental-footprint of products at customer site and contributing towards protection 
of biodiversity to improve Earth’s self recovery capabilities.

IMPROVED VIGILANCE  
AND PROTECTION
Good quality field gear such as 
binoculars will improve the vigilance 
capacity of forest staff and also keep 
them motivated to continue working 
with passion and dedication for 
wildlife conservation.

“In our endeavour to strengthen technology 
enabled conservation initiatives for forestry 

and marine ecosystem in India, we are 
happy to collaborate with WWF-India and 
leveraging their expertise and experience  

in this domain.”

A. T. Rajan, MD & CEO, Ricoh India Ltd.
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CONSERVING THE OLIVE RIDLEY TURTLE IN ODISHA AND  
ANDHRA PRADESH 
The olive Ridley turtle inhabits the waters of the Indian, Pacific and Atlantic 
Oceans. During their lifetime, the species migrates thousands of miles 
through these waters but the females always return to the same beach 
to lay eggs annually, from where they once hatched as hatchlings. This 
unique mass nesting phenomenon is called Arridaba. India’s mass nesting 
population of olive Ridley is the source for the current global population, 
therefore the country’s conservation efforts for the species is critical for its 
long term survival globally.

This project focuses on conservation activities in three mass nesting sites 
each in Odisha and Andhra Pradesh. Through community engagement, 
sensitization and awareness programmes, beach patrolling and hatchery 
management, protection measures are being improved on the sites, thereby 
improving the chances of turtle hatchlings entering the sea.

Smart Chip, an industry leader in India in providing digital identity solutions and delivering integrated 
e-governance solutions, has partnered with WWF-India to support the conservation of the 
Endangered olive Ridley turtle along the mass nesting beaches of Odisha and Andhra Pradesh.

4 TURTLE HATCHERIES SET UP  
At three major nesting beaches in 
Odisha, four turtle hatcheries have 
been set up and 254 nests relocated 
from the wild to the hatchery, from 
which nearly 15000 hatchlings 
emerged and were successfully 
released in the sea.

“Conservation is the key to ensuring that 
we leave a strong legacy behind for our 

next generations.”

Sanjeev Shriya, Managing Director, 
Smart Chip Private Limited



CONSERVING ENDANGERED SPECIES IN WESTERN  
ARUNACHAL PRADESH
Arunachal Pradesh has the highest concentration of biodiversity in 
all of India, with 82% of its land area under forest cover, the highest 
proportion in any Indian state. These forests are home to more than 
half of all bird species and one third of all plant species of India, along 
with iconic species such as Asiatic black bear, red panda, snow 
leopard and black necked crane. 

Unique to this region is the fact that more than 60% of forests here 
are owned by local communities. Therefore, they are the most 
critical stakeholders in conservation and no efforts can be successful 
without their support and involvement. Recognizing their pivotal role 
in conservation initiatives, WWF-India has been working with them to 
demarcate their forests as Community Conserved Areas (CCAs) and 
implement conservation management practices such as sustainable 
extraction of natural resources, curbing hunting, poaching and other 
illegal activities, monitoring biodiversity and lobbying against unsustainable development projects.   

Sony’s vital support to this project has significantly contributed towards achieving scale and greater on-ground impact in facilitating 
community led conservation and management of priority forest areas in the Tawang and West Kameng district of Arunachal Pradesh.

TIGER CONSERVATION FILMS
Sony is also supporting the 
production of 6 short films on 
WWF-India’s tiger conservation 
initiatives across the country. 
Towards this, Sony has donated high-end cameras 
and HD Video cameras which are being used by WWF-
India field teams to document conservation activities. 
The audio-visual content documented will be used to 
showcase WWF-India’s tiger conservation initiatives 
amongst local communities, State Forest Department, 
school students and urban audience. 

Sony India Pvt. Ltd., a global market leader in electronic products, has joined hands with WWF-India 
to conserve the rich biodiversity of western Arunachal Pradesh, listed amongst the top biodiversity 
hotspots in the country and home to iconic species such as the elusive red panda and snow leopard. 
Sony India Pvt. Ltd. has also donated high-end cameras and HD video cameras for the production of 
short films on WWF-India’s tiger conservation initiatives. 

Sony India Pvt. Ltd. positions environment as a top priority for its business practices as well as 
Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives across the globe.

Disclaimer: This project is also supported by Tata Capital, Sir Tata Dorabji Trust and WWF network donors.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

COMMUNITY BASED TOURSIM

WWF-India is training local youth in sustainable tourism 
practices such as managing home-stays, organizing 
nature camps and trails, nature and bird guides to ensure 
environment conservation also provides economic benefits 
to local communities.

BALANCING CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

Local communities lobbied with the government to prevent 
sand mining activities in Zemithang valley, ensuring the 
preservation of the only wintering grounds of the black 
necked crane. This is a result of building the capacity 
of community members and raising awareness for 
environment conservation. 

“We are glad to partner with WWF-India for the cause of conserving endangered 
species. We would like to utilize our technical know-how to enable research work, 

creating videos and spread awareness.”

Sanjay Bhatnagar, National Head, Human Resources & CSR, Sony India Pvt. Ltd.

COMMUNITY CONSERVED AREAS

Continuous engagement with local communities has ensured that 1,000 sq km of community owned forests are now covered 
under CCAs. Here, community members are voluntarily implementing conservation initiatives with assistance from WWF-India, 
ensuring the long term survival of the red panda. More villages are being engaged to demarcate another 200 sq km area 
under CCA. 



I MATTER – A SHORT FILM BY WWF-INDIA
WWF-India’s vision is to create a world where people live in harmony with nature. The short film, “I Matter”, developed by Ogilvy & 
Mather hopes to influence viewers across ages and landscapes to take positive action for the planet in their own personal capacity, to 
recognize and draw from, a sense of responsibility towards nature. Be it individuals, businesses, corporate organizations, education 
institutions, media, civil societies, communities or governments, everyone has the power to bring about lasting change. Star India’s 
support of broadcasting a short film on its major channels during prime time significantly contributes towards achieving WWF-India’s 
target of reaching out to millions of Indian middle class consumers to make choices that favourably impact the country’s future 
ecological footprint. This hard hitting two minute film aims to inspire and engage people in conservation action by building a strong 
link between their well-being and a healthy environment. In focusing on the potential of all individuals to be change-makers, the film 
reiterates the power of singular mindfulness and possibilities of collaborative action. 

Star India, one of the country’s leading media conglomerates, is supporting WWF-India’s initiatives 
to engage with millions and inspire positive action for the environment by broadcasting a short film 
produced by WWF-India on its network. 

INSPIRING CONSERVATION 
ACTION
The short film by WWF-India 
being broadcasted by Star  
India is reaching out to 
millions and inspiring action 
for environment preservation.
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DIGITAL EDUCATION CENTRES IN SUNDARBANS
The Indian Sundarbans is a cluster of low lying islands isolated from 
each other and the mainland by interconnected tidal rivers, creeks and 
canals. This makes last mile connectivity a major challenge, leaving most 
of the region without access to modern day technologies. Majority of 
the human inhabited islands have no access to grid electricity. In some 
places, schools, commercial buildings and small scale businesses are 
powered by stand-alone solar power plants. As a result, the region is 
lagging years behind the average Indian population, without access to 
quality education, healthcare and livelihood. Introducing the digital space 
into the education system of this region will connect the students with 
the outside world and significantly advance learning opportunities. Under 
this project, STMicroelectronics Foundation has provided 22 computers, 
a printer, two web cameras and two 40 inch LEDs, two UPS along with 
infrastructure support such as tables and chairs. The Foundation will 
also implement a course on Information and Computer Basics for more 
than 1000 students in two schools situated in forest fringe villages where 
WWF-India works on projects such as energy access, human wildlife 
conflict management, livelihoods and biodiversity conservation.

STMicroelectronics, a world leader in providing innovative semiconductor solutions for electronic 
applications, has partnered with WWF-India under its foundation’s flagship programme - Digital 
Unify to set up Digital Education Centres in two schools in the Indian Sundarbans.

STMicroelectronics Digital Unify Programme aims to spread the benefits of digital technology 
by providing computers and basic training to those who have no knowledge of how to use a 
personal computer and access the internet. 

“It is our proud privilege to collaborate with 
WWF-India for our Digital Unify Program in 
the Sundarbans in West Bengal to provide 
free basic computer education to the poor 
and marginalized population so that they 
can get good foundation for bettering into 
higher education and occupation. We hope 
this project will bring a change and reduce 

the digital gap in this region.”

Pietro Fox, President,  
STMicroelectronics Foundation

COMPUTERS AND 
INTERNET ACCESS 
More than 1000 students 
from two schools in 
the Sundarbans have 
received access to 
computers and internet 
and basic training on its 
usage. There has been 
significant improvement 
in their education and 
learning experience.



Sundaram Finance, India’s leading Non Banking Finance Company, has joined hands with 
WWF-India to conserve the rich biodiversity of Anamalai Tiger Reserve in Tamil Nadu. The 
project aims to work with local communities from 3 settlements located within the Tiger 
Reserve and involve them in conservation measures that benefit them as well as the wildlife 
habitat around which they live. 

COMMUNITY BASED CONSERVATION IN ANAMALAI TIGER RESERVE
The Anamalai Tiger Reserve, spread over an area of 1,480 sq km in Tamil Nadu, is home to a wide range of flora and fauna as 
well as serves as a watershed for major rivers and streams originating from these hills. It has a healthy population of 21 tigers, a 
sizeable population of Asian elephants as well as endemic species such as the lion tailed macaque, Nilgiri langur, Nilgiri marten and 
Nilgiri tahr. It is, therefore, a critical wildlife habitat that must be conserved for the variety of biodiversity it supports, along with the 
ecological benefits it provides to the local communities as well as neighbouring towns and urban areas. 

WWF-India has been working in Anamalai Tiger Reserve since 2012, focusing on building the capacity of the State Forest 
Department to implement better conservation management strategies. A strong stakeholder for conservation of this region is the 
local community living around the forests that depends on the natural resources for its livelihood and energy needs. WWF-India 
believes that conservation interventions can only be successful if community members are involved and empowered to take the 
lead in conservation. This project, in partnership with Sundaram Finance, is an attempt to involve community members in focused 
conservation initiatives such as promoting sustainable use of natural resources for livelihood and energy, raising awareness amongst 
the youth through educational activities, exploring nature tourism as a livelihood and reducing impacts of agricultural practices on 
surrounding biodiversity. 
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CLEAN ENERGY SOLUTIONS

Through alternate energy solutions such as smokeless 
chulhas and biogas, the fuel wood consumption of 200 
households will be reduced, thereby reducing extraction 
pressures and habitat degradation in the forests.  

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE CENTRES

Three centres will be set up that serve as the nuclei 
to mobilize, organize and train communities in local 
conservation action, educate children on environment and 
function as interpretation centres for visitors to understand 
community led conservation activities.   

CHEMICAL FREE FARMING 

This project aims to ensure 150 households from 
three villages around Anamalai Tiger Reserve transition 
to chemical free farming and reduce pollution from 
agricultural run-off into nearby water bodies, thereby 
improving the health of the surrounding environment.  

“WWF-India is doing path breaking work in the preservation of ecological stability 
through conservation of forest resources, which includes educating the communities 

that live around these forests. Sundaram Finance is proud to be associated with 
WWF-India in this vitally important initiative.”

T T Srinivasaraghavan, Sundaram Finance Ltd.



D. Swarovski & Co., an Austrian producer of luxury cut lead glass, has partnered with WWF-India for 
an environment education project ‘Water Schools’ in the Ganga basin with the aim of sensitizing young 
minds about the important of water conservation, especially in water stressed regions of the country. 

Swarovski is committed to social and environmental sustainability through its own operations and by 
working with its suppliers.

THE WATER SCHOOL PROGRAMME, GANGA RIVER BASIN
Water Schools is a unique educational programme that aims to create awareness and appreciation among students, teachers 
and village communities regarding the use and management of water resources and enable them to take action to address the 
challenge of water scarcity. Imparted by trained local youth, the programme uses an innovative and experiential learning approach 
to engage students in the school and their homes. WWF-India has designed a five day curriculum for students between the age of 
8 – 12 years, which is delivered in a practical and imaginative way in classrooms and through informal outdoor activities. Children 
and their teachers are encouraged to actively engage with the subject through experimentation, practical action, games, music, 
art and theatre – all tailored to the local culture, environment, location and school type. The programme was launched in schools 
around Keoladeo National Park in the Bharatpur district of Rajasthan which faces acute water shortage. It successfully reached out 
to more than 6000 students from 107 schools, and is now being expanded to other water stressed regions in the Ganga Basin.
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6000+ STUDENTS, 400 YOUNG ENVIRONMENT LEADERS

The Water School Programme has received active participation from more than 6000 students from 107 schools in 43 
villages. Four hundred students with passion for conservation have been groomed as Young Environmental Leaders to 
influence knowledge, attitude and behavior of local communities.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

SALIM ALI INTERPRETATION CENTRE

This centre has been set up to raise awareness about the 
biodiversity of Keoladeo National Park in Bharatpur and 
receives thousands of visitors every year. It was conferred 
the Best Asian Wetland Centre Award in 2010.

30,000 COMMUNITY MEMBERS REACHED

As part of water conservation leadership initiatives, 
students from the Water Schools further organized 
awareness campaigns and drives, educating more than 
30,000 community members about water related issues 
in their area and their role in water conservation.

“Swarovski Waterschool reaches hundreds of thousands of young people along the 
world’s major rivers in seven countries.  Building on our work with WWF-India in 

Rajasthan, on the Ganga River, SWS will be empowering children with tools for good 
hygiene, sanitation and access to safe, clean water for life and river conservation.”

Donna L. Goodman, Global Program Director, Swarovski Waterschool



Tata Capital, a one-stop financial service provider that caters to retail, corporate and insitutional 
customers across businesses, is supporting WWF-India’s conservation efforts for three iconic 
species - the Indian rhino, the great Indian bustard and the red panda. These are flagship 
species of the forests in Assam, Rajasthan and western Arunachal Pradesh respectively and their 
conservation is critical for the overall preservation of these regions.

Tata Capital supports and implements CSR projects in the area of livelihood and employment, 
health, education and environment.

INDIAN RHINO
India is home to more than 82% of the 
global one-horned rhino population, 90% 
of which is concentrated in just three 
Protected Areas in Assam – Kaziranga, 
Orang and Pobitora. In-breeding, 
diseases and mass mortality can be fatal 
to this population unless connectivity 
is built across its range to allow free 
movement in larger habitats.

WWF-India aims to expand the 
distribution of rhinos from three to at 
least seven Protected Areas through 
wild-to-wild translocations and increasing 
protection measures to curb poaching, 
also leading to an increase in population 
to 3000 by 2020. This project, in 
partnership with Tata Capital, aims to 
prepare Laokhowa Burachapori Wildlife 
Sanctuary with better protection and 
infrastructure to re-establish rhino 
population in this region. 

Disclaimer: This project is implemented in partner-
ship with the Assam Forest Department, Bodoland 
Territorial Council, International Rhino Foundation and 
US Fish and Wildlife Services. It is also supported 
by WWF-International AREAS programme and WWF 
network donors.

GREAT INDIAN 
BUSTARD
One of the largest flying birds in the 
world, this Critically Endangered species 
in found only in India. It is now extinct 
from 95% of its geographical range 
due to habitat loss and degradation 
and illegal hunting. A small population 
of around 300 individuals is distributed 
across 6 Indian states with the majority in 
Rajasthan.

WWF-India and Tata Capital have jointly 
launched a focused conservation project 
in Desert National Park (Rajasthan), 
home to 100 – 125 birds with the aim 
of addressing key threats resulting from 
increasing human settlements and 
subsequent pressures. Major objectives 
include raising awareness amongst 
local communities, promoting alternate 
livelihood activities to reduce pressure 
in the habitat and improving protection 
measures to curb illegal hunting.

RED PANDA
The Endangered red panda is a flagship 
species of the forests of Sikkim, 
Arunachal Pradesh and Darjeeling. 
Habitat loss and fragmentation, 
occasional hunting and poaching and 
predation by free ranging dogs are some 
of the threats faced by the species. In the 
last 10 years, red panda habitat in these 
regions has reduced by more than 60%, 
exposing the species to pressures from 
human settlements around its forests.

WWF-India has been working in the 
eastern Himalayan region for red panda 
conservation since 2005.

Tata Capital’s support is focused in 
western Arunachal Pradesh, where local 
community members are being involved 
in conservation initiatives. More than 80% 
of Arunachal’s forests are community 
owned.

Disclaimer: This project is also supported by Sony, 
Sir Tata Dorabji Trust, WWF network donors and 
ICICI Bank Foundation.
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ALL SET TO RECEIVE RHINOS

Rhino-bearing enclosures, watchtowers and guard posts have been constructed, patrolling routes laid out, special monitoring 
task force set up, patrolling vehicle handed over and Forest Department staff has been trained to curb illegal wildlife activities. 
Following these protection measures, a mother and her calf have been translocated to Laokhowa Burachapori from Kaziranga.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

1000 SQ KM OF RED PANDA HABITAT CONSERVED BY COMMUNITIES

Continuous engagement with local communities over 
the years has ensured that 1000 sq km of prime red 
panda habitat falling in community-owned forests are 
now demarcated as Community Conserved Areas (CCA). 
Here, local communities are responsible for implementing 
conservation initiatives with assistance from WWF-India. 
More villages are being engaged to demarcate another 
200 sq km area under CCA.

COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS WITH COMMUNITIES AND FOREST 
DEPARTMENT FOR THE GREAT INDIAN BUSTARD

Conserving the Great Indian Bustard requires immediate 
collaborative efforts between all stakeholders. This project 
aims to raise awareness amongst local communities 
about bustard conservation and involve them in alternate 
livelihood initiatives that reduce their pressure on the 
species habitat. In parallel, Forest Department staff will be 
trained through capacity building programmes to improve 
protection and management efforts in the habitat.

“Tata Capital has an ethos of doing what is right and our association with WWF-India 
is an extension of this philosophy. We share our world with numerous species of flora 
and fauna. Our actions today will determine their future and it is up to us to make an 

effort to save our ecological heritage.” 

Radha Sule, Head – Corporate Sustainability, Tata Capital



Tata Housing Development Company Ltd., India’s leading real estate developers, has 
partnered with WWF-India to support three projects focusing on species and habitat 
conservation. These are biodiversity conservation in Sikkim and western Arunachal 
Pradesh; Support Initiative Fund for infrastructure and relief support to State Forest 
Departments of tiger habitats; and conservation of the Endangered snow leopard. 

Tata Housing Development Company Ltd. implements a range of initiatives and 
programmes covering social causes such as education, skill development and 
environment. Under its BIG (Beautiful Is Green) programme, it works towards 
minimizing the impact of its value chain on the environment and support projects to 
conserve biodiversity. 

BIODIVERSITY 
CONSERVATION IN 
MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPES
The mountain states of Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh 
are home to unique and endangered wildlife species 
such as the red panda and snow leopard as well as 
a number of high altitude wetlands which provide 
ecological services to local communities. With Tata 
Housing’s support, WWF-India is implementing a 
community based conservation model in western 
Arunachal Pradesh to conserve the red panda and 
its habitat. In Sikkim, education and awareness 
programmes aim to raise awareness about environment 
conservation and ‘green’ young minds. Short term 
and long term conservation measures are being 
implemented for the conservation of Bhagajang wetland 
complex in Arunachal and Gurudongmar and Tsomgo 
lake in Sikkim. Efforts are being made to revive natural 
springs in Sikkim which is the main source of drinking 
water for more than 80% of rural Sikkim.  

PROJECT SAVE OUR  
SNOW LEOPARDS
WWF-India and Tata Housing launched a crowdfunding campaign 
Project Save Our Snow leopard (SOS) to raise awareness amongst 
the general public as well as generate funds for snow leopard 
conservation.  The campaign was actively promoted across all digital 
platforms of WWF-India and Tata Housing as well as its employees. 
The funds raised through the campaign are being used to implement 
human snow leopard conflict management initiatives in Ladakh, 
Jammu and Kashmir. 

SUPPORT INITIATIVE FUND
The Support Initiative Fund in partnership with Tata Housing aims to 
provide planned infrastructure support to State Forest Departments 
towards strengthening protection measures in Tiger Reserves, 
National Parks, Sanctuaries and Reserve Forests. It also covers 
emergency support to Protected Areas during natural calamities 
such as floods to undertake rescue and rehabilitation operations. 
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INFRASTRUCTURE AND RELIEF SUPPORT

With support from Tata Housing, WWF-India has been able to respond to emergency situations such as the annual floods in 
the Kaziranga and Karbi-Angling forests in Assam and unexpected floods in Pilibhit and Dudhwa Tiger Reserves by providing 
inflatable rubber boats, rain gear, torchlights and searchlights for rescue operations, food and ration, as well as setting up of 
medical camps. Infrastructure support such as motorcycles, patrolling vehicles like Bolero camper and Tata Xenon 4 WD, 
GPS, solar lanterns, field equipment and more have been provided to various Forest Departments of Tiger Bearing habitats for 
better protections.  

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

SNOW LEOPARD CONSERVATION

The project aims to set up 13 predator proof corral pens in 
Ladakh to reduce predation of livestock by snow leopards, 
thereby securing the livelihood of herder communities and 
garnering their support for snow leopard conservation. 
This initiative also aims to reduce retaliatory killing of snow 
leopards by angry herders incurring economic losses due 
to livestock predation.  

 BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION

The first ever scientific assessment of red pandas in the 
Eastern Himalayas has been completed which revealed 
an accurate estimate of the species range and threats. 
Environment education initiatives such as nature trails, 
camps and classroom sessions have ensured students 
from 130 schools in Sikkim are aware of their State’s 
biodiversity values.

“Our long term commitment to sustainable development and enhancing our 
ecosystem makes WWF a preferred partner because of its long standing contribution 

& achievement in the field of conservation of biodiversity.”

Brotin Banerjee, Managing Director & CEO,  
Tata Housing Development Company Ltd.



EK PRITHVI – AN ENVIRONMENT EDUCATION PROGRAMME IN LADAKH
There is only one planet to meet all our demands for existence, and therefore, its preservation is imperative for a bright, clean and 
sustainable future for the human race. Education is a key solution to achieving sustainability in development and current lifestyle 
approaches, as it is only through awareness and understanding that any inspiration can be drawn to change our approach towards 
sustainable use of natural resources. The Himalayan state of Jammu and Kashmir is one of the 26 biodiversity hotspots of the country, 
home to endemic floral and faunal species and 6 major rivers. For the long term conservation of the region, it is important to educate 
the young generation about environmental issues and engage them in on-ground action which inculcates a sense of responsibility 
towards environment preservation. This project aims to build conservation leadership amongst students, especially from schools around 
forest areas, to empower them with skills, attitudes and mindsets that favour environment preservation. It uses an interactive teaching 
approach to sensitize students about environment issues and work collectively with their communities to bring on-ground change. 

Thapar Public Charitable Trust is supporting an environment education project Ek Prithvi which 
aims to build conservation leadership amongst students and integrate environment education in 
India’s education system. The project is being implemented in government schools in Ladakh, 
Jammu and Kashmir.

THAPAR PUBLIC 
CHARITABLE 
TRUST  
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ENVIRONMENT AWARENESS AMONGST 1000 STUDENTS IN 15 SCHOOLS

Through outdoor activities such as eco-trails to observe 
biodiversity and visits to nature interpretation centres, 
as well as theoretical learning in classrooms, the project 
aims to raise awareness about environment conservation 
amongst 1000 students from 15 schools.

“Education is one of the main objectives of the Thapar Trust. WWF-India’s Ek Prithvi programme 
in Ladakh is using innovative and practical approaches to integrate environment education in 
the school’s syllabus. Sensitizing young minds towards nature at an early age is important to 

ensure they understand the close link between environment preservation and human well-being, 
and therefore work towards developing a sustainable future.”

Gautam Thapar, Thapar Public Charitable Trust 

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

RESOURCE MATERIAL FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

One of its kind training manual and activity guides detailing 
the concepts of environment education have been 
developed by WWF-India experts. These include student 
journals, Teachers Resource Books, Eco-Trail guidelines, 
Training manuals as well as outdoor resource kits such as 
t-shirts, caps and badges.     

EDUCATING THE EDUCATORS

To ensure environment education is embedded in the 
school’s system, teachers are being trained in innovative 
and interactive teaching methodologies that make 
learning fun in classrooms and move from theory to 
practical application.  



MANAGING HUMAN ELEPHANT CONFLICT IN SIX INDIAN STATES
The Asian elephant, a symbol of power, prosperity and reverence, has a long association with Indian history and culture. India 
is home to more than 60% of the world’s Asian elephant population today, estimated at roughly 27,000. However, the species 
faces three grave conservation challenges that threaten its long term survival in India and globally - losing its habitat to human 
encroachment and development projects, increasing conflict with humans leading to mortalities in elephants and humans, and 
poaching for its tusks.

WWF-India has been working towards elephant conservation since the 1980s in five priority regions, with a strong focus on 
managing human elephant conflict. By some estimates, India reports 400 human deaths caused by elephant attacks and 100 
elephant deaths in retaliatory killing at the hands of local communities highlighting the severity of the situation on ground. Measures 
such as community managed solar power fencing, use of bio-fences, formation of community led Anti-Depradation Squads 
(ADS) to drive away crop raiding elephants and more have been successfully reducing conflict cases in key areas. The Muthoot 
Group’s support towards this project has significantly scaled up the initiatives across a wider region as well as contributed towards 
developing new strategies to manage human elephant conflict.

The Muthoot Group has partnered with WWF-India to support elephant conservation initiatives 
with a special focus on managing human elephant conflict, which is one of the biggest threats 
faced by wild elephant populations in India. The project is being implemented in six states – 
Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, West Bengal, Tamil Nadu and Kerala.  

Working for the conservation of the Endangered elephant resonates strongly with the Groups’ 
CSR programme ‘Muthoot Haathi Mera Saathi’ which supports initiatives towards education, 
healthcare and environment.  
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35 ANTI DEPRADATION SQUADS SET UP

Community members are being trained in anti-depradation techniques and equipped with search lights and firecrackers to 
prevent elephants from raiding agricultural fields. The 35 ADS formed under this project in Assam are benefiting more than 
5000 people in 27 villages.

“The Muthoot Group associated with WWF-India to work towards elephant conservation with 
a special focus on managing the Human-Elephant Conflict (HEC). WWF-India’s efforts have 

been instrumental in creating a sustainable environment for the co-existence of humans and 
elephants in 6 Indian states.”

Alexander George Muthoot, Director, The Muthoot Group

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

LOW COST FENCING TECHNOLOGY

A model of energizer has been developed that can power 
electric fences at 40% less cost than conventional models 
in the market, providing huge opportunities for scaling 
up conflict management measures at reduced costs and 
keeping away elephants from agricultural fields.    

SOLAR POWERED ELECTRIC FENCING

In Uttarakhand and Tamil Nadu, community managed 
solar powered electric fencing is protecting the crop land 
of 115 farmers and benefiting 92 families. 



PROJECT SAHASRA JYOTI – ELECTRICITY THROUGH SOLAR POWER
The Sundarbans is a cluster of low lying islands isolated from each other 
and the mainland by interconnected tidal rivers, creeks and canals. 
This makes last mile connectivity a major challenge, leaving most of the 
region without access to modern energy services. For such regions, 
stand alone solar power systems are the only viable option for energy 
access. Satjelia is one of the 54 islands inhabited by humans, home to 
more than 8200 households and sharing its boundary with the famous 
Sundarbans Tiger Reserve. More than 95% of the population here has 
no electricity connection, with the remaining 5% managing interrupted 
energy supply from solar systems. As a result, these communities are 
lagging years behind the average Indian population, without opportunity 
of development, employment and healthcare.

Project Sahasra jyoti aims to set up 10 to 12 micro solar power stations 
with a distribution network that will supply grid quality electricity to 1000 
households in Satjelia islands. 

Trent, the retail arm of the Tata Group operating West Side, Star Bazaar and Landmark, has 
partnered with WWF-India to support Project Sahasra Jyoti, an initiative to provide electricity through 
micro solar power stations to 1000 households on the Satjelia island in the Sundarbans. Trent 
launched a crowdfunding campaign across its Westside stores, one of India’s largest and fastest 
growing retail chains, encouraging customers to add a donation to their purchase bill for the cause. 

2,10,000 PEOPLE SUPPORTED
All 98 Westside stores across 
India launched a crowdfunding 
campaign for Project Sahasra 
Jyoti, through which 2,10,000 
people donated for the cause.

“Our collaboration with WWF-India is a step 
towards improving the quality of life of the 

inhabitants of Sundarbans by providing 
access to clean energy. The idea is to light 

up their homes while working towards a 
sustainable future.”

Phil Auld, MD & CEO, Trent Ltd.
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INSTITUTIONAL FUNDING
For over 20 years, Vardhman YTL has been 
providing unrestricted funding to WWF-India which 
may be used for emergency requirements in the 
field such as relief work and rescue operations 
during flooding in wildlife habitats, immediate 
support to State Forest Departments and other 
unplanned but necessary support required for 
smooth operations on-ground. 

Vardhman Yarn & Threads Ltd., an industry leader in providing solutions for sewing, embroidery, 
clothing, home textile and leather products, is a long standing supporter of WWF-India and makes 
annual financial contributions for the organization’s overall development. The company is also 
supporting Project Sahasra Jyoti, an initiative to provide electricity through micro solar power 
stations to 1000 households on the Satjelia island in the Sundarbans.

“Vardhman is proud to be associated with WWF-India for over 20 years, in its endeavour to address 
issues like the survival of species and habitats, climate change and environmental education.”

Sanjeev Narula, CE-Marketing, Vardhman Yarns and Threads Limited

PROJECT SAHASRA JYOTI
Project Sahasra jyoti aims to set up 10 to 12 micro solar power 
stations with a distribution network that will supply electricity to 1000 
households in Satjelia islands. Each household will also receive 3 
LED lamps, one fan, one mobile charger, one battery and provision to 
power 30W DC TV. With uninterrupted grid quality electricity, young 
children will be able to study for longer hours in the evenings, women 
will have opportunities to run small scale businesses from home and 
well lit human settlements will reduce conflict with wildlife.  



PROJECT HIGH ON HIMALAYAS 
The snow leopard is found in the high altitude cold mountains of 
five Himalayan states - Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, 
Uttarakhand, Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh. Until a few decades ago, 
the species was protected by the sheer remoteness and inaccessibility 
of its habitat. Today, it is struggling for space, due to rising human 
population, anthropogenic and developmental pressures in its habitat. 
Retaliatory killing of snow leopard by angry herders due to livestock 
depradation and poaching for their body parts and fur are the two 
biggest threats to the species. In just two decades, the global population 
has declined by 30%, estimated at just 4500 – 7500 individuals 
and between 470 – 500 individuals in India. WWF-India implements 
conservation efforts in three of the five Himalayan states. 

Woodland, India’s leading outdoor adventure gear brand, and WWF-India have jointly launched a 
consumer awareness and crowdfunding campaign ‘High On Himalayas’ to support efforts to conserve 
the Endangered snow leopard and the Himalayan landscapes. The campaign is running in 600 
Woodland stores across India, encouraging customers to support snow leopard conservation. 

Woodland has a long standing association with WWF-India as a supporter of the Earth Hour 
campaign by organizing innovative promotional activities through its retail stores to encourage 
participation. It has also supported the ‘Lights 4 Stripes’ campaign, an initiative to set up solar street 
lights in the villages of Sundarbans to reduce human wildlife conflict. 

4,00,000 PEOPLE REACHED  
through Woodland stores 
across India and 80,000 
donated to support snow 
leopard conservation

“Woodland being an environmentally 
responsible brand recognizes the importance 

of sustainable practices and partners with 
like-minded organizations at advancing the 

world’s conversion to sustainability. Through 
this partnership, we are working together to 
promote conservation, raise environmental 

awareness and accelerate the move towards a 
better world.”

Harkirat Singh, Managing Director, Woodland
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Corporate partners can support on-ground conservation projects as well as contribute towards the overall growth of the 
organization by providing unrestricted and corpus funding for institutional development. This helps to build robust institutional 
structures and systems which enable smooth operations and ensure the organization can respond to the changing needs of the 
environment in line with the current times. 

The Godrej Group has been supporting WWF-India since its inception in 1969. 
Over the decades, the group has played a leading and significant role in  
WWF-India’s growth and shares in its success in becoming a strong and influential 
player in the conservation space at a national level.

TRANSFORMATIONAL 
PARTNERSHIPS 
WWF-India strives to ensure that transformational relationships are at the heart of all its corporate engagements in varied degrees 
of commitment towards sustainability. While many partnerships are a mix of transformational activities and philanthropic support, 
some are focused entirely on transformational initiatives to promote active leadership amongst key industries on a range of issues 
such as environmental impacts of trade in high footprint commodities, water and climate change. Together with these partners, 
WWF-India works towards transforming markets to reduce their impact on the environment and contribute towards achieving 
conservation goals along 6 thematic areas – Wildlife, Forests, Water, Oceans, Food & Agriculture and Climate & Energy. 

WWF-India acknowledges the support and collaboration of such partners, whose commitment to sustainability is leading to positive 
environmental stewardship nationally and globally. 

INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS
WWF-India regularly engages with industry associations such as FICCI, CII and Assocham and participates in their events to 
provide technical inputs, communication support and thought leadership on a range of conservation related subjects. These 
associations provide an important interface with Indian businesses and an opportunity to influence stakeholders towards 
sustainable business practices.  

ORGANIZATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT



WWF-India shares its conservation successes with a 
number of individuals who have been associated with the 
organization for years. These individuals provide critical 
financial support for the overall institutional development 
as well as specific conservation projects. WWF-India 
would like to express its sincere appreciation for their 
support, trust and belief in its work and conservation 
mission. Some individual major donors are:

INDIVIDUAL 
MAJOR DONORS

My interaction with WWF-India on the Project 
Red Panda campaign has been highly enriching 
and motivating. I believe that to have a 
sustainable future, maintaining harmony with 
our environment is key. WWF-India has been 
at the forefront of global conservational efforts 
and I have found they are best placed to be the 
custodian of an environment-friendly future for 
our precious wildlife.

Mr. Diljeet Titus (Titus & Co., Advocates) is 
contributing towards WWF-India’s efforts to conserve 
the red panda in Sikkim. 

WWF is a trustful, worldwide NGO, which is 
working and caring for many years already for 
the wellbeing of the environment and therefore 
for the wellbeing of humans.

Ms. Julia Brauer is supporting a renewable energy 
based transportation project in the Sundarbans.

We have borrowed our environment from our 
children. It is our responsibility to preserve, 
maintain and enhance it for the future 
generations. WWF-India is a wonderful channel 
to work with to care for and enhance the 
environment. The results of WWF-India’s efforts 
are evident from the constructive changes it 
has brought about in many dimensions of the 
environment.

Mrs. Paula and Ravi Mariwala are contributing 
towards institutional development of WWF-India.
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Partnering with WWF-India has been a very 
satisfactory experience. Sustainable use of 
our natural resources is indispensable for our 
perpetuity. We could not have asked for a better 
collaborator than WWF-India.

Mr. Sumit Mazumdar is supporting an environment 
education project to facilitate water conservation 
activities in an underprivileged school in Kolkata.

Our future is intrinsically interlinked with that of 
our environment. WWF-India understands the 
importance of this and works with determination 
and enthusiasm to conserve the biodiversity of 
our country and of the earth.

Ms. Tara Vikram Lal is supporting WWF-India’s 
initiatives to conserve the snow leopard in Ladakh, 
Jammu & Kashmir.

Originally, we all humans came from what 
we call ‘wilderness’ but as populations 
increase wild habitats are being pushed 
back, endangering many iconic species. Their 
preservation is important for the human race, 
as our existence is interlinked. Therefore, we 
are very happy to support those institutions 
that are saving our future by preserving the 
environment and wildlife.

Mr. Siddharth Shriram is contributing towards  
WWF-India’s efforts to conserve the royal Bengal tiger.



PRIORITY SPECIES
TIGER
Terai Arc, Northern Bank, Karizanga, 
Sundarbans, Satpuda Maika

SNOW LEOPARD
Khandchenzonga, Western Arunachal 
Pradesh, Western Himalayas

RHINOCEROS
Terai Arc, Karizanga

RED PANDA
Khandchenzonga,  
Western Arunachal Pradesh

ELEPHANT
Terai Arc, Northern Bank, 
Karizanga, Western Ghats

NILGIRI TAHR
Western Ghats

SMOOTH COATED 
OTTER

GHARIAL BLACK NECKED 
CRANE

MARINE TURTLES GANGETIC DOLPHIN

WWF-INDIA PRIORITY 
LANDSCAPES AND SPECIES

WESTERN HIMALAYAS LANDSCAPE 

TERAI ARC LANDSCAPE 

KHANGCHENDZONGA LANDSCAPE 

WESTERN ARUNACHAL LANDSCAPE 

NORTH BANK LANDSCAPE 

SUNDARBANS LANDSCAPE 

KAZIRANGA KARBI-ANGLONG LANDSCAPE 

WESTERN GHATS NILGIRIS LANDSCAPE 
WESTERN COASTAL MARINE

SATPUDA MAIKAL LANDSCAPE 

 

WESTERN INDIA TIGER LANDSCAPE 

GANGA RIVER  BASIN

GODAVARI RIVER BASIN

DESERT NATIONAL PARK

BHARATPUR

KOKREBELLUR

RUSHIKULYA

HARIKE

GOA
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To partner with us, please 
contact:
DELHI
Aditi Pokhriyal,  
E: apokhriyal@wwfindia.net,  
M: +91 9999028102

Praniti Maini,  
E: pmaini@wwfindia.net,  
M: +91 9999806403
Ritika Bhalla,  
E: rbhalla@wwfindia.net,  
M: +91 85277 27444

 

MUMBAI
Aditi Pokhriyal,  
E: apokhriyal@wwfindia.net,  
M: +91 9999028102

Vaibhavi Shitut, 
E. vshitut@wwfindia.net, 
M: +91 9819082149

 

CHENNAI
Anindya Mani,  
E: amani@wwfindia.net,  
M: +91 9171635254

Ritika Bhalla,  
E: rbhalla@wwfindia.net,  
M: +91 85277 27444

 

BANGALORE
Hari Somashekar,  
E: hsomashekar@wwfindia.net,  
M: +91 9845587893



WWF-India, 172-B, Lodhi Estate, New Delhi 110003  |  Tel: 011-41504815 
www.wwfindia.org facebook.com/wwfindia          twitter.com/wwfindia

National and state governments, 
local, national and international 
NGOs, communities, enforcement 
agencies, media houses, corporate 
organizations, schools, colleges 
and individuals.

DIVERSE 
PARTNERSHIPS

Working for wildlife and 
environment across India for over 
45 years with presence in over 20 
Indian states.

STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE

WWF-India experts are part of national 
and state government committees for 
various conservation issues.

Access to subject experts 
with global and national 
experience working on 
cross-border species and 
similar habitats around 
the globe.

Present in more than 75 locations 
across India, implementing our 
conservation projects.

CONSERVATION COMMITTEE 
MEMBERSHIPS

GLOBAL RESOURCE 
POOL

ON-GROUND PRESENCE 

WHY PARTNER WITH WWF-INDIA?
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